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Officials Predict Close
Vote From Coal Miners
're

- WASHINGTON (AP)
Despite an
early•2-1 margin for rejection, union
officials expect a close vote this
weekend as striking coal miners decide
whether to ratify a contract and end
their three-month walkout.
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DEVELOPING RECREATIONAL SKILLS — Three students in
the Murray school system
were the subjects for the final
training session Feb. 28 to
prepare Murray State University students for a Special
Recreational Skills Development Program,this spring.
Shown are: (clockwise from
upper right) Doug Pitts with
Dana McDermitt (left) of
Paducah, a junior recreation
major, and Tena Shults of
Shelbyville, a sophomore
speech and hearing major;
Leann Fandrich (right) as she .
works with Pam Adams of Eddyville, a sophomore specialeducation major and Brenda
Donnellson.
(Photos By 3arty johnsort)
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MSU Students Involved In
Special Recreational Program
By DWAIN McINFOSH
Twenty-four Murray State University
students representing five different
disciplines are involved again this
spring in a Special Recreational Skills
Development Program for students in
the Murray and Calloway County
school system.
They are working with 12 public
school students ranging in age from 6 to
18 who have motor problems and who
need assistance in experiencing success in recreation. Sessions will continue through the semester from 2:30 to
4 p. m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in the
gymnastics room of the Carr Health.
Building.
Dr. Doris Helge, director of the
sponsoring Center for Innovation and
Development at Murray State, said the
program, which has begun last year,
meets a need of both Murray State and
the two local school systems.
"Our students needed a hands-on
experience and some of the students in
Murray and Calloway County have
problems that call for special attention," she explained.
Murray State students from
rehabilitation, recreation, social work,
special education, and mathematics
attended four training sessions in
February in preparation for their work
with the local students.
A team of faculty and consultants
addressed several tOpics in conducting
the training program — value of
recreation, goals and objectives of

recreation, teaching strategies, of the program by pointing out that
motivation and behavior management, recreation benefits an individual
safety and first aid, assessment and
physically, socially, emotionally, and
lesson planning, family involvement, intellectually.
and motor-perceptual equipment.
She said concepts of career education
Dr. Helge said two Murray State are integrate(' into the recreational
students from different disciplines are . activities to make them relevant to the
working with each child in the child by relating motor and physical
program. One serves as the evaluator skills learned to social, emotional, and
and the other implements activities.
intellectual development and to various
Both university students are in- occupations utilizing various physical
volved, along with parents in some skills.
instances, in planning a program based
Dorinda Locke of Benton and Dana
on the needs of the chil(fos determined
McDermitt of Paducah are the student
by motor tests and observation.
coordinators of the project, while Dr.
"This two-to-one concept gives Allan Beane and Dr. Ann Campbell of
Murray State students an opportunity
the special education faculty and Dr.
to work with the same child on a long- Charles May, chairman of the
range basis and, at the same time, an
Department of Child Studies, are the
opportunity to be exposed to a fellow faculty coordinators.
student working in another discipline,"
A parallel program for pre-school
Dr. Helge noted.
children is conducted in the Perceptual
Six recreational stations, with a
Motor C nter of the Childhood
variety of possible activities in each, Education Center.
make up the program of recreational
skills development. The stations are:
fitness and conditioning, tumbling,
general skill development, visualmotor skills, group activity, and
refreshments and individual conferences.
Each public school student has'been
pre-tested and will be post-tested at the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kenend of the program to assess how much
tucky's school superintendents have
progress has been made. Each child
been told not to abuse the 10 disaster
will also receive a certificate of acdays granted - to help thefn make up .
complishment.
days missed because of the severeDr. Helge explained the significance
,Anter weather.
"The state board is expecting you to,.
make a good faith effort and priorit, ,
One Section — 12 Pages
what is important in the sar..
calendar," James Graham,- state
Murray High edged cross-town rival Calloway County in
superintendent of public instruction.
boys action in the district cage tournament Friday with a
told the superintendents at a meeting
last-second, overtime win. For more details and photos,
Friday.
see today's Sports Section, pages 6,7.
,Gov. Julian Carroll signed an
executive order Friday adding five
additional disaster days to the five
approved Wednesday by the state
Board for Elementary and Secondary
Education.
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House Approves Free Books
For Private School Children
.

Resources to pay up to $125 a month for
By T.G. MOORE four months of each year to reimburse
Associated Press writer
eligible Kentuckians for winter utility
'FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
bills.
Kentucky House has passed a bill to
In a somewhat related- matter, the
provide free textbooks for children in
Senate
agreed to speed action on a bill
private schools while the Senate has
that would require electric and gas
given its approval to an administration
proposal to assist the poor and elderly - utilities to make "lifeline," or lower,
rates available to persons over 65 who
in paying energy bills.
receive
supplemental security income.
The House voted 61-3 Friday on the
Other. measures approved by the
textbook bill for private schools but
House Friday included a bill designed
gutted the original $1.4 million apto
strengthen consumer protection
propriation to $25,000 in anticipation of
against fraudulently represented busia court test on the constitutionality of
ness deals.
the measure.
The House also passed and sent to the ,
The House narrowly defeated after
Senate
a bill to require a hearing before
lengthy debate a bill that would have
a circuit judge may issue a restraining
turned Kentucky's no-fault automobile
order against picketing in connection
insurance system upside down.
with a labor strike.
The no-fault bill, sponsored by Rep.
A light committee schedule Friday
Herbie Deskins, DPikeville, would
require motorists to specifically ask for
such coverage, which now is automatic
unless the motorist refuses it.
Several legislators attacked the
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Here
proposal as a special interest of trial
is a brief look at legislative action
lawyers that would gut the present
Friday in the Kentucky General
system. Deskins' bill failed by only one
Assembly:
vote; 45-44.
The Senate voted 33-0 in favor of Gov.
The House:
Julian Carroll's energy stamp plan; an
—Passed and sent to the Senate a
amendment proposed by Sen. Larry
bill to provide free textbooks for
Hopkins, R-Lexington, to remove the
children in private schools but
sales tax from fuel bills failed 25-7 on a
significantly reduced funding for the
parliamentary vote.
measure.
Several senators who supported
—Narrowly defeated a bill that
previously unsuccessful moves to take
would have made Kentucky's nothe sales tax off utility bills voted
fault automobile insurance system
against Hopkins' amendment because
elective.
they said that was not the proper ve—Passed a bill designed to tighten
hicle for removing the tax.
consumer protection against
The two-year $10 million energy
fraudulently represented business
assistance plan, as approved by the
deals.
Senate and sent to the House, would
— Approved a measure requiring a
authorize the Department for Human
circuit judge to hold a hearing
before issuing a strike picketing
restraining order.
The Senate:
—Passed a $10 million administration bill to assist the poor and
elderly in paying winter utility bills

To Abuse Disaster Days

today's index

with the 10 disaster, or calamity, days.
Carroll also authorized Friday that.
attendance on makeup days for the
purpose of figuring state funds will be
based on the local districts' airerage
daily attendance during the first two
months of the school year. This may
help some districts avoid a loss of
money because of low attendance.
Graham said it has still not been
decided if districts which missed less
than 10 days will be granted the
disaster days.
Local districts also will have the
option of extending the school day by up
to 72 minutes and holding classes on
Saturday.
The superintendents also were urged "
to actively work against a professional
negotiations bill now before the General
Assembly.
James Melton, director of the Kentucky School 'Boards Association, told
the superintendents, "This is the most
important bill confronting us," and
u4
urged them to contact their legislate
to -urge them to vote against
measure.A bill requiFtn-g—school boards to
negotiate with teachers has passed the
Senate and F9-1)0W before a House
-

7
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frankfort
roundup
included a Lazarus-like revival of a bill
to tighten state control, over regional
comprehensive care centers, as House
Health and Welfare Commitee
Chairman Jerry Kleier, D-Louisville,
described it.
The panel failed in an attempt to kill
the bill Thursday. But Rep. Buddy
Adams, 1)-Bowling Green, the sponsor,
succeeded Friday in attaching all
funding for the 15 centers to the
legislation, thereby insuring
passage by the committee.

_

after defeating an amendment that
would have removed the sales tax
from utility bills.
—Voted to speed action on a bill
that would -require electric and gas
utilities to make "lifeline," or lower,
rates available to persons over 65
who receive supplemental security
income.
— Approved after considerable
debate a bill to require that smoke
detectors be included in future home
construction.
—Voted in favor of spending
$350,000 to study the problems of
student behavior and vandalism in
the public schools.
—Approved and sent to the House
a resolution directing a legislative
study of the learning disorder
dyslexia..
— Agreed to House amendments
on a Senate bill giving the governor
authority to appoint special peace
officers for property owned or
controlled by the Tennessee Valley
Authority.

INTENT ON ACTION -- These two young basketball fans were intent on
the action in the Fourth District High School.baskethall tournament here
Friday night_ At left is Angel Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Adams and at right is Gina Herndon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Herndon. Murray High's boys and girls teams both won Friday to advance to the
find& tonight at-the MSU sporti-areas,•
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,
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Friday's Legislative Action

perintendents Told Not

inside today

sunny
and cold

Virginia distriCt because local fe.aders
been under mounting pressure to 'end
there had been urging the rankand-file
the nation's longest continuous national
ta vote "no."
coal strike, which has forced power cutBut while that district's vote was
backs and industrial layoffs in the East
running at a 3-1 margin against the
and Midwest.
contract, said spokesman Tom ConApproval of the contract, however,
way, results from a handful of locals
would
not laSsure an end to the strike.
Most of the United Mine Workers' 794
scattered in Kentucky, West Virginia
Elie UMW is negotiating a separate,
locals are,holding elections today and_
and Alabama were rurunng in favor of
pact for a- bout 30,000 construction min
Sunday as di Carter administration
the contract by slim margins.
ers, and a settlement reportedly was at
weighs alternatives for moving quickly
least
several days away.
to force the walkout to an end if the
-Outside of District 28, the vote looks
Union officials have said the miners
contract is rejected.
pretty good. But it's going to be close,"
likely would refuse to work if the
Union, industry and government
Conway said.
officials have said the vote would be too.
UMW President Arnold Miller has, construction workers throw up picket
Ones.
close to hazard predictions of the
warned that the future of the union was
labor Secretary Ray Marshall said
outcome, which may not be known until
at stake. He said Thursday that the
this
week that the administration was
bankrupt
and
itself
Monday.
UMW could find
prepared to act immediately to get coal
forced to negotiate separately at a cost
However, the first officially reported
production resumed if the miners reject
of up to $15 million with 2,600 coal
results Friday from 51 locals — 41 of
the contract, which was negotiated to a
if the contract is turned
companies
them from District 28 in Virginia —
settlement a week ago under the threat
down.
showed 3,055 votes against the contract
of major government intervention.
and 1,560 in favor.
Some union officials have . said
Possible actions would include in- About 166,000 miners,c-oncentratad in --Miller's future as president also-might------voking the Taft-Hartley -Art to order
the eastern third of the country, were' : „be at stake. Miller has been criticized
miners back to work for an 80-day
eligible to vote.
"coolingoff” period and asking Confor a lack of leadership, and some local
.
A UMW spokesman said Friday that
officials have tried to turn the contract
gress for special legislation to either
a contract rejection vote had- - been
Miller.
vote into a referendum on
authorize .a federal takeover of the
expected from the 11,000-member
President Carter, meanwhile, has
mines or 'impose binding arbitration.
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Saturday,March 4
Country Ham breakfast will
from Ma a. m. to on
p. in. by the American Legion
at the legion hall, south Sixth
and Maple Streets, Murray.
Tickets are 82.50 each for all
one person. can eat.

Should You
rOwn a Pet?

First Presbyterian Church
Youth will have bake sales at
Singer's Sewing Machine Shop
and Roses Department Store
started at nine a. m,.

By Abigail Van 'quren _
DEAR READERS: Although this column deals with
people and their problems, I'd like to devote alittle space
to animals, who are unable to speak for themselves:
There are approximately 35 to 40 million dogs in this
country and 22 to 30 million cats, but the problem is the
number of people who neglect their animals. Take dogs, for
instance.
Thousands of dogs are destroyed every day at the pound
because their owners don't care. Pets are traffic victims
:because they're allowed to run free. They starve, too,
because they are fed improperly —or not at all.
A few questions and rules for dog owners should be
considered before a dog is made part of a household:
Every dog should have a license. Will yours have one?
Who will be responsible forfeeding and grooming the
pet?'-'
Who will walk the animal regularly, on a leash, for
exercise?
Who will see that the puppy gets the necessary shots?
Who is to housebreak the dog, teach it manners and
provide a fenced-in place for it?
Allowing a dog to breed accidentally is cruel. Have your
pet spayed (or neutered) if you don't want her tribe to
increase.
' Owning epet. can be a muCually loving and rewarding
experience—if -the--owner will accept -his-responsibility
seriously.
. To do less-ts a dirty trick on man's best friend.
And that goes for cats, too.
Love,
ABBY
DEAR ABBY: First let me explain that mine is not a
"have to" wedding. "Tony" (made-up name) and I have
been engaged since last Christmas. The problem is I just
found out that I'm three months pregnant and my wedding
is four months off. I know I probably shouldn't wear a
white
. govip
. and veil, but I already bought mine and if Ucak
, I plan t.i-wear it.
I haven't told anybody except Tony, but I may have to
tell my mother because I feel rotten in the morning and she
may guess the reason. Abby, would it be okay to go ahead
and have a big church wedding like I planned?(We would
Cell people later that the. baby was premature.)
Please rush your answer to me as I am nervous and
confused. Sign me...
BLOWING UP
DEAR BLOWING: Undsi the circumstances, I would
suggest a simple wedding—Ind soon! Don't count on
fooling anyone who can count to nine—least of all the
clergyman who will officiate at your wedding and will be
called upon shortly thereafter to baptize the baby.
DEAR ABBY: I have been courting a 30-year-old
divorcee who has five boys between the ages of 4 and 10. I
am 47, in excellent health and own a good business.
This woman is barely getting by between her job and
the little support money she gets from her ex-husband.
I want to marry her, but I am not having much luck. She
says she likes my company, but for a husband she'd prefer
a younger man. I've tried to tell her that with five boys to
raise she will have a tough time ,getting a younger man. I
like children, Abby, and I'm honeat, sober and solvent.
Can you think of some other arguments in my favor that I
could use to win her?
NOT IN INDIANA
DEAR NOT: For a marriage to succeed there must be
mutual willingness. If you were to "win" her because you
had more "pro" arguments than she had "con," yours
would be a very sorry union indeed. If she thinks she can
do better—let her try. 14ht if you change your phone
number, let her know. She may want it.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Send Si with s long,
self-addressed, stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive,Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Announcing an IBM
seminar on small computers
Now there's a free IBM seminar designed for
businessmen just like you. It features a discussion of the
applications and benefits of IBM's small computers.'
Small computers can handle a wide range of important
jobs, including ,order entry, invoicing, receivables,
payroll, sales analysis, and inventory management to
name just a few.
There are small, easy-to-use, low-cost IBM computers
fo the firsnime user, for under $18,000. There are
systems avaiable with programming already written for
over twenty different industries. And there are small IBM
computers that can be programmed specifically for your
use.
Whatever your need, if you'd like to attend this free IBM
seminar, call your nearest IBM General Systems Division
office or send this coupon.

March 9th
8:30 A. M.
Ramada Inn
Jos Clifton Dr.
Paducah, Ky.

IBM

Yes,I would like to attend your small computer seminar
Name

Telephone

b.
A small compiler can make
a big difference

Zip

FOR MONDAY,MARCH 6,tra
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*That kind Of day' will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

are.

Recital by Sue Pratschner,
graduate student in oral interpretation, will be at eight
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "ro4,
Mars influences favorable.
You should be able to put over
new ideas successfully. Handle
assignments with confidence.
Capitalize on your many
talents.

1..0
vi
e Jefforts.
like
However, be on the lookorit for
"gimmick" which could Ilia
you, persons_ who_ would undermine your confidence by
belittling
miu ingyour efforts.

CAPRICORN
(Dec-2t
29gatio ns foJan.r

(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stellar aspects now warn
against misleading influences,
deceit and dubious schemes. Be
alert, and counteract with your
Innate integrity. and -good
judgment.
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SCHOOL
LuncH mEnu )

Hughes,
Riviera
Beauty
Shop

Two Local Artists To
Show Paintings Here

CAPP I

BEWINDIIN

Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
clubhouse at 11:30 a.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Recovery, Inc., will Meet at
the Health Center, North 7th
and"Otive,Iit seven p.m.

"Saving you
money.That's
Reason No. 1 why
we should do
your taxes."

Henry W Block

We are income tAx specialists
We ask the right questions
We dig for every honest deduction and credit. We want
to leave no stone'unturnrd
make sure you pay the small
est legitimate tax
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Civic
Murray
Music
Square and round -dancing Assdciation will prennt The
TAURUS
will be held at the Woodmen of Pittsburgh Ballet at die Lovett
)Apr. n to May 21) b€A7
the World Hall at 7:30 p. m. auditorium, Murray State
An inspiring day for romance
20 to Mar, 20)
PFISC
eb.ES
University, at eight p.m.
creative activities. In the (
and
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Admission is by membership
Several chances to do better
latter connection, an avocation
than usual. Take advantage of
Free and Accepted Masons card only or by Murray State
have
prove - to
may
all worthwhile opportunities. A
will meet at the lodge hall at student identification card.
remunerative value.
good period in which to try out
seven p. m.
new ideas, methods.
Saturday, March 4 -GEMINI
Coldwater
United
Methodist
21)
n
$4
55
1(May 22 to June
Third night of theMurrayYOU BORN TODAY are a
• A day in which you can allow
Calloway Community Theatre Church Women are scheduled
native of a "water" Sign and
free
to
meet
at
seven
p.m.
imagination
lively
your
•
*
HAS
98TH
BIRTHDAY—Martha
(Annie)
Willis
*
first anniversary .dinnerusually enjoy things connected
* celebrated her 98th birthday on Wednesday, March 1. * rein. New ideas, generated by
theatre will be at the Holiday
with the sea, travel by ship, the
be
influences,
can
Mercury
fine
Lottie Moog Group of First *She was born on that date in 1880 in the Macedonia *
study_ of _oceanography. All
Inn at seven p. m..For inBaptist. Church Women will *community of Calloway County. She is the oldest t immensely beneficial to your
extraordinary things intrigue
759-1752.
formation call
career.
_
.
.
meet, with Mrs. LaVanche * resident of fern Terrace Lodge where she has been 11
the Piseean. Your governing •
'
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 Turner at seven p.m.
planet, Neptune; endows you
residing since Oct. 19, 1976. Prior to that date she lived
CANCER
Free and Accepted Masons
with inspiration and foresight.
July
23)
113
(C)
(June
22
to
Jesse
Mc*
* with the McClure family until the death of
will meet at the lodge hall at
The Piscean is sensitive and
used
techniques
the
Employ
Tuesday, March 7
* Clure. She remains very active and involved in ac- *
will often learn more by "fin7:30 p. m. '
successfully in prior efforts but
Dexter Senior Citizens will
ding his way" through a
tivities at the lodge. Miss Willis was presented a cor- * do not hesitate to update plans
project, once heshows a feeling
The Rambos will present a meet at 9:30 a.m. at the * sage on her birthday by Mrs. LaVerne Tapp, ad- * mai vitalize your approach. In
for the subject. Pressure may
*
personal affairs, try to be more
gospel concert at the West Dexter Center.
* mor•ustrator at Fern Terrace Lodge.
discourage him. You are
Kentucky. , Livestock and
*************************** tactful than usual.
visionary,' romantic, philobe
'open
will
Center'
Ellis
Exposition Center at eight p.
sophical. Many poets, artists,
LEO
to
three
p.m.
for
from ten am..
humorists and essayists have
m.
IJUly -24.„tO Aug. 23)
activities by the Senior
been born under- Pikes. Bir- Curb inclinations toward
Saturday, March 4
of:Michelangelo,
t hd a te
Citizens. For information call
extravagance. If you overspend
Chili supper by the Good 753-0929.
painter, sculptor; Elizabeth
on cr.edit or impulse buying
Barrett Browning, poet; Ring
Shepherd United . Methodist
now, you'll regret it later.
Lardnir, writer, humorist.
Church Women has been
Department of
Delta
fttlieduled with serving to ' Murray Woinan's Club will
VIRGO
Joanna Adams,food service each day.
start at the church at six p.m. meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%.
director
for 'the Calloway
No charge but voluntary house with Dan McDaniel to
A vital period. Most enEAST,NORTH,AND
deavors should prosper, but
contributions will be accepted. speak
"Choosing County Schools, has released
SOUTHWEST
on
the menus for the week of
think before you speak or act.
• Sunday, March 5
ELEMENTARY
Antiques."
And do avoid extremes. There is
March 6 to 10 at the lunMurray Woman's Club High
SCHOOLS
trend now toward the unustial,
a
chrooms
of
the
schools.They
School Piano contest will be
Kappa Department of
the bizarre.
even
held at the club house at 2:30 Murray Woman's Club will are subject to occasional
change
and
are
as
follows:
Monday—
peanut
butter
and
p.m.
have an open meeting at 7:30
LIBRA
p.m. at the club. house with CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH cracker, pizza, tossed salad, (-Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 41-r1
Joint recital by Lisa
-Monday—hamburgers,
fish
applesauce,
arkd
cake;
If extra responsibilities are
"Gourmet Magic" to be the
Hoagland, Frankfort, piano,
sandwiches, and
chili; Tuesday—hot dogs, baked thrust upon you, accept gladly
program by The Panhandler.
and Rebecca Ogles, Mt.
Tuesday — hamburgers, beans, cold slaw, potato chips, those which you can reasonably
Vernon, Ind., clarinet, will
barbecue sandwich, and and cookie; Wednesday— handle, but draw the line if
Group II of First Christian
begin at two p.m. in the Old
lasagne; Wednesday— hamburgers, french fries, anyone tries to take advantage
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Church CWF will meet at the hamburgers, turkey and lettuce, carrot sticks, celery of your good nature.
Arts Center, Murray State home of Mrs. A. B. Austin at dressing;
Thursday— stick, and strawberry pie; SCORPIO
m
Guthrie
University. A piano recital by two p.m. with Mrs.:
cheeseburgers, pizza, ravielo; Thursday—turkey _and (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Kathryn Crow, Kennett, Mo., Churchill as cohostess.
- Friday— hamburgers, soup dressing, green
You may feel disturbed by a
beans,
will begin at 3:30, p.m. in the
and pimento cheese sandwich, creamed potatoes, cranberry certain situation, but do not
Jessie Ludwick Circle of taco salad. A variety, of sauce,
same recital halh
and rolls; Friday—chili become discouraged. Examine,
-is non, •
First Presbyterain Church. salads, vegestabtes, fruits,
but press on —
and sandwich, frest fruit, and contemplate,
working ca
with
confidence.
will meet at the home of Lela and desserts will be served
Monday, March 6
cake.
Pap Smear free clinic will Dowdy at 1:30 p.m.
SAGITARRIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )erf
be held at the Calloway
Jupiter auspicious. Be obSt.. Le.o!s catholic Church
County Health Center at one p.
serving-r-nrindful• ef future m. Call 753-3381 for an ap- Women's Guild will1mvea
needs. Especially favored:
salad luncheon at Gleason
pointment.
thote engaged in finance,
75.3-075.7
Hall at noon.-with each
manufacturing, the legal
Chapter M of PEO will meet member to bring a friend.
profession.
at the home of Mrs. George
Style show,"Magic Fashion
Hart at 6:30 p.m. for a
larry—Last lays
business meeting. Note time Montage," will be presented The painting of Olin Moore continue to display paintings
by Music Department of of Murray will be featured at of Mrs. Barbath Tucker
and date.
7:15,9:10+2:30Sat.,Sun.
Murray Woman's Club at the Murray Art Guid, located during March due to the
No Passes - No Bargain NM
Story Hour puppet show will seven p.m. at the Clara Eagle at 103 North Sixth Street, months of January and
be. held at the Douglas Gallery of Fine Arts Building, during the month of March. February having extreme
They went into the unknown and returned with
Community Center at three Murray State University.
weather conditions and many:
startling revelations about life aftere-ath
Mr. Moore has been pain- persons were unable to visit
p.m.
Groups of First Baptist ting for. ten years off and on. the Guild.
Church Women will meet as He moved her from Ohio to be
Calloway County Band
The public is invited to visit
follows:
Annie Armstrong associated with the Murray
Boosters will meet at the band
with Mrs. Sara Hussung at ten Division of the Tappan the Guild in Murray and view
room at Calloway High at 7:30
a.m., Dorothy with Mrs. Company. He recently retired - the painting on these two local
p.m. with plans for the
Durwood Beatty at 10:30 a.m., from the company and his artists. The hours are from
Opryland trip to be made.
twelve noon to four p.m.,
and Bea Walker Group with hobby is oil naintine.
The Murray Guild will also Monday through Saturday.
- Blood
River
Baptist Mrs. G. T. Moody at 7:30 p.m.
Associational WMU will meet
Murray Assembly No. 19 .
at 9:30 a.m. at the Fellowship
Hall, First Baptist Church, Order of the Rainbow for Girls
with the Rev. Bob Wilson as will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
speaker.

Title
CompanN

Frances Drake

Monday, Marchl
Memorial Baptist,Church
WM15 will OM at seven p.m.
at the church for the week of
prayer program by the
Baptist Young Women.

Murray TOPS Club.
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.

Produced b. Charles E Sellier, Jr
PADUCAH PATIENT
HOSPITAL PATIENT •
Dtrecied by James L Conway •
Stephen Lord
Robert Kelvin Williams of
Mrs. Jo Alline Prince of
Narrated by Brad Crandall • n
, Technicolor
Hardin Rout One has been a Murray Route One has been a
patient at the Western Baptist patient at the Western Baptist
Musical by members,_. of Hospital, Paducah.
Hospital, Paducah.
Sigma Alpha Iota honorary
music fraternity will be at 8:15
p.m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Center,
Murray
State
RoWe lay ,Starks of Alma
University.
7:15,910+ 2:30Sat.,
Route One has been dismissed
7:20,9:10+ 2:305AT.,SUN
from
the
Wester Baptist
Memorial Baptist Church
Some will believe — others will not.
WMU will meet at the home_ of Hospital, Paducah.
DECIDE FOR YOURSELF!
Wilma Billington, 1515 Henry,
at 7:30 p.m. with the Betty
Sledd group in charge of the
program.

BEYOND AND BACK

Mifiray.
.
Ledger & Times

WMU Meet

General Systems Division
301 S. E.,Sixth St.
Evansville,Ind. 47708
812-426-2891

Your Individual
Horoscope

THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE

903 Arcadia St.
753-9204
OINK! PPOIM
I— to i p
INsellpys.
.11••• PeSpZInil

Is Monday
The quarterly meeting of
the Blood River Baptist
Association WMU will be held
Monday, March-fl, at 9:30 a.m.
in the fellowship hall of the
First Baptist Church with the
Rev. Bob Wilson, executive
secretary of Michigan Baptists, as guest speaker.
Mrs. Walton Fulkerson,
associational director, urges
all interested persons to attend the meeting.' Mrs.' Joe
Sleddk...sassistaitArcctor.and
M.June Crider is secretary.

Publisher
Walter 1... Apperson
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is
published every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day, New
Year's Day and Thanksgiving by'
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postage Paid at Murray,Ky. 42671.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas
served by carriers, $2.50 per month,
payable in advance. By mail in
Calloway County and to Benton, Han
din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky. and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tn,. $17.50 per year. By
mail to other destinations, $32.50 per
year.
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Let's Stay Well

pre.=
a
one of her three children wax -may. also alter its often gets em edded solution to be used for a
has recurrent trouble with - consistency.
around the few coarse few days in tlfe cleaned
the accumulation of wax in
No medication taken syS- hairs in the canal, nd this canals.
both of his ears and has_ to_ temically or used locally wax is freed fro around
_Wax plajgc may.. enrmir.1151ve_ itavinoved by a phy- • - can change the rate, a- them and softene by the age bacterial-a-ftitig-ai insician. He appears to know formation or the chemical drops, making it easier for fections in the skin of the
of no way to •prevent the • make-up of the wax in a the irrigation to wash out auditory canals, especially
formation -of - excessive - particularperson. The wax the wax. After the wax is from sweating in hat
can be kept moist by plac- softened, it can best be moist climates, or from
earwax.
She asks. Is there any- ing a warm watery solu- removed by the physician swimming. Also, these
thing we can do to, reduce tion of boric acid into the carefully and gently plugs give rise to irritation
the amount of wax or to auditory canals several squirting water into the which-may make a person
change it. au that, it w.op't times a week. atKiitary •cAnala, _ With _a_ feel as.-if be has to-cough,
_Parents' _should not at- _special lighted instrument , Regular cleaning,is;the
became St.-bard and irritattempt to clean out the otoscope ), he can look only satisfactory treating','"
canals, except to wipe directly at the skin lining ment for persons who deA: Earwax is produced
by the skin that lines the _away the wax that can be the canals and at the ear- velop excessive-amounts of
external auditory canals clearly seen near their drums. Finally, he may earwax.
outer ends.'Efforts to cuthat lead inward toward
the earcirums. The wax is
rette or otherwise remove
naturally protective. It
the deeper wax may only
keeps bacteria and insects
pack it farther into the
from passing Ante the
canal: Scraping the wax
canals and irritating the
may be painful and injuriskin and eardrums.
ous to the skin or delicate
Some persons have skin
Frances Drake
eardrum.
that pradliCes an excess of
FOR SUNDAY,MARCH 5,1978
Sth cleaning should be
oil, resulting in a greasy
don by, a physician.. .13eWhat kind ..of day,. will „play sloVT you down a bit but, if
skin, scalp, 'or- extra lore "the family
tomorrow be? To find out"what
you coordinate as you should,
visits the
earwax. Also, the combithe stars say, read the forecast
office, a physician will ofyou will find the means to
natiqn of chemicals in wax
given for your birth Sign.
straighten out everything
ten give them solution to
may vary, some being
ARIES
satisfactorily.
be dropped into the ears
gummy and others hard
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
for several days to soften
PISCES
f
Don't let yourself be inFeb. 20 to Mar. 20) X Ci,
fluenced by first thoughts, first
Keep your eye on the ball and
impressions. You could be
your stock ,,will soar. A
mistaken about motivations, -ractting of minds" c,ould
indications, your own --ideas.
produce some revelations,
—Give-all-the-benefit of the doubt.
startling new ideas which could
TAURUS
eventually prove profitable.
Apr. 21 to May 21 I •-•Wir
You may run into snags or
YOU BORN TODAY are
obstacles, but you can handle
compassionate; ardent, too.
them. Think over similar exYou truly love your neighbor in
periences of the past — and
the Biblical sense are outraged
profit by- them.
by wrongdoing,especially to the
GEMINI
less fortunate; can be roused to
(May 22 to June 21)
extreme action in these cases.
Curb your natural inclination
judges,
Many
lawyers,
toward
unconventionality.' statesmen, musicians, chemists
Indiscretion now could lead to
and researchers were torn in
trouble later.
P-isces-Also, maritime men-and.
-4 BIGqt
CANCER--— •
•
entertains.Tratts to- curb:
(June n to July 23)
tendencies 4award overin".104011 b.' *fa. WWI 1041
46- "WA«
.. Stellar Influences, favor. dulgence, undue worry. - Birmarital happiness, business
thdate of: Rex Harrison, actor.
partnerships, dealings with the
opposite sex generally. Should
be an 'all-around pleasant day.
On Any 20 Exposure
LEO
DEELOPED
V
& PRINTED
(July 24 to Aug. n)
Usti T Ow ROLL PER COLeponi
Ventures which require
considerable study and knowhow should succeed. In personal
r77
-V44:1t2=913e5M 40i
The. Young.. Farmsrettes
relationships, -however, some
`Je.
0411111.
APlariec.0
a'RP- 114
"clouds" on the horizon stress a met Feb. 14 at the Murray
need for tact, discretion.
Vocattral Center with Jamie
WnhThm
VIKOO
of
instructor
Capon
,Potts,
' 23)
(Aug: 24 to Sept.
agriculture at Calloway
Much competition ,indicated.
School conDon't wait too long before County High
on
session
NEGATIVg
a
ducting
taking due action, but neither
"Parliamentary Procedure."
forge ahead impulsively.
SOF IRO,4 ANY SUDS OR COLOR
trif
LIBRA
Present for the meeting
.
411V4- LIMIT J ENLAPCMENrC PER COUPON
(Sept. 24 tb Oct. 23)
were Jane Potts, Becky Gore,
VP
You can expect a pleasant Sherla
Adams, Shirley
day, with associates radiating
seiNlrec.O.
sit-411I122 3C...
cx:r
Tucker, Janice
Irene
Hughes,
good will arid congeniality.
Stars especially favor travel Outland, Judy Cunningham,
and communications with in- Cathy Stockdale, Laura
teresting persons.
Paschall,and Donna Spann.
The next meeting will be
SCORPIO
20 EXPOSURE SLIMS
NO 54 E XPOSU RE
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) net' held Tuesday, March 14, at
Serer a.. Repeler l)5.
Some opposition possible now, 7:30 p. m. at the Murray
With TheCarpus
but your keenness and sense of Vocational Center with Max
humor will help you win more
Calloway County
points. than would force or Parker,
Attorney, as speaker on
IET.ZESIn
obstinacy.
"Estate Planning." All young
SAGITTARIUS
Any 12
farmers' wives and their
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )6cC
Remain your inborn op- husbands are urged to attend.'
timistic self as you wade
through weighty matters,
complicated issues or just plain
tasks. Time is very much on
your side right now.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
BIG 14:*
Bobby West of Murray has
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
been dismissed from Lourdes
A once-distant goal now Hospital, Paducah.
seems to be within reach. Press
Bel-Air Shopping Center
on and don't let others
PADUCAH PATIENT
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
discourage you.
Kevin Wheatley of Murray
AQUARIUS
1-6 Sun.
has been dismissed from
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Unexpected interruptions Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

Your Individual
Horoscope

,:k 1 7)e

Central Center
Hoer:: 9-9 Mon.-Sat.; Sun. 1-6

ROSE'ADVERTISING
MERCHANDISE POLICY
The pokey of Rose s lo neve every
advertised Nein In stock tor some unavoidable reason fie schelleed sm.
not in stock Roile's eel
chirkille
issue a rain check on request INS Eion
Os used to mayhem Ihe miparrnn
id Ow sift price when the merchimile
is_ measles or comparable fearchandler el be offered al a cow
portly reduced price It la Pie honest
intention of
s.'a lo back-up 04/
policy of Sebefeclion Guareniaed
Ahrays

eriA

PHOTO
SPECIALS
sairs

BIG

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

;!;t1ji :.
14.
N.yialsIlffil,'Ili, CLEANING AIDS
master charge
. , op , liti ... broom, sponge mop„,

or cotton mop...
''''i 14411IIIII I Choose
ottio
lyn4mo
empO
'
i ROSES
(.
1
cRa
JUST SAY ii'll/
..,11.1.111111':‘1:
..1
Al
to
' SPECIAL

27

Pi.„hastic,onwrigane md. .P.

ikeilliP

EACH

Preien1 1466-14 dr --PRICE
StOODing

g:K:i:i:i:K;i:i:g:i::::i:i:N::::K:i:i:i:i:i::::i:i:::: :::
0
::
i i:::
i :•...,. — ,.
.
:
:
.:igiNi:i:i::::
.:ii:igi:
:
.::::i:i:i:%:§.:i::
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.iiii:iiii?iViiii:i:K:iii:::i:K:i:K:i:.
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!V'

•."0
"fa..

isumersel•

50c OFF

0
7c
COLOR

ROLL

421-4,2

5x C0L0R
Enla cmcnt

.,

Farmerettes Hear

Program At Meet

BIG it+

89c
BIG

regular or super
tampons.

PLEDGE®...
waxed beauty
as you dust..

helPflyi
.
r
.w"""

12

41._r1

Slidc &Movic ti
Proccssing
J7

"NtlaffeffM"
.:
1

Johnson's furniture polish
)
with lemon 14-oz (net

BIG{

Exposure

. .....

$199

644M4

eq630PFANNOWNIN02074.

Film

film wzmemsan

bV
111GLORY...
spray foam
rug cleaner...

cedar
red
100% aromatic
shavings for pets Sib (net at)
bags

48
REG.
2.09
Professional strength rug
cleaner from Johnson's
Wax 24-oz (net wt)

...BIG JOE'S

Large

selections

04

Ptv-

Frames waft non glare glass
Many styles and sizes 19
seiect from

EPARBECUE
Next Door To Tucker TV
121 North

Good Old Fashioned
Hickory Pit Barbecue

Specitlizing in

STEP-SAVER
.. with ammonia & wax...

48

Delicious Steaks
10° Coffee - Free Refills
2 Spacious Private Dining Rooms

-

OPENING MON. MAR. 6
WATCHAR IT - 159:1864 ,

BIG 20-GALLON

GARBAGE CAN
74
PRICE

5

ceasnwrv,z,c-rn.rk,

-

Pr
tha
er
f,n
tst
CCOn
t
snugly to keep odors in risectl out
Features side Isandes
20 gallon

capacity
Cleans and shines as you
damp mop From Johnson s
Wax

32 fl

ounces

▪
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H 'nand Speaking

•

Cystitis"' in an inflaination of the urinary bladder. It is considered a
chronic disease which is most commonly seen in young male-cats one -to
three yearn of age. Researchers do nor
•
know the caose.ef this diseoge
The_following factors will cause Cats
to be susceptible to cystitis but will not
in themselves cause it: ( 1) holding
urine too long or stagnation of urine in
the bladc*r because of some obstruction will lead to the formation of
crystals from urinary salts, (2) not
drinking enough water, (3) lad of
Vitamin A in the diet (the bladder wall
need this vitamin to remain healthy and
infection-resistant), (4) foods such as
fish that are too high in ash content(ash
is a Mineral that aggravates cystitis
when it is present), ( 5) poor diet
(vitamin deficiencies lead to unhealthy
body tissues and a resultant low
resistance to infection), (6) cold and
dampness ( also lower the body's
defenses against infection, (7) injury
to therbladder,( 8)limited exercise,(9)
castration of the niale cat at too early
fin sge-fThis relatdctlit--deliefopment
of the penis which will result in a
smaller diameter of the urethra. It is
recommended that castration be done
when the 'male cat is nine to twelve
month of age.)
*The owner can -play a vital part in
saving his pet's life when he develops
cystitis by watching for the signs of the
disease and getting the cat to the vet
immediately when the first symptoms
• apPear.,
Things to watch for in e-yatitis; (1)
housebroken cat .which sudderily.
changes it habits and urinates in a
bathtub, on the floor, or in a sink, (2)
frequent urination in small quantities
Or attempts to urinate which result in
nothing or in just a few drops ( the cat
will squat and strain to urinate), ( 3)traces of blood in the urine which may
be accompanied by a strong, ammonialike smell, .).4.) listlessness ,qr poor
appetite and-or an excessive ,thirst,
(5) vomiting, (6-) depression, (7)
dehydration, 8i a urine-like odor to the
breath and mouth, I 9 extreme pain in
-the lower abdomen, )10) a hard and
'distended bladder wit a size ranging
• from that of an egg to that of an orange.
Once the urethra becomes blocked
the cat cannot urinate, coma, con7
,vulsions and death will follow In about
48 hours. It the Oat in'not brought in for
treatment until after it goes into a coma
I becomes unconscious), the chances of
. it surviving are low since the damage
done by.this time is usually irreversible.
There is no known cure for cystitis.
Relapses may occur and lifetime
medication and dietary changes are
necessary.
• In treating cystitis, surgery is first
required to remove the blockage, and a
tube is temporarily inserted into the
'urethra to drain the urine from the
:bladder. The giving of fluids through
injection may be necessary because of
the dehydrated condition of the cat.
Blood transfusions may also be needed.
Drugs are administered to change the
•cat's alkaline urine back to a normal

1 Column of Iii,torical umd getic411;.:ir
anerriateN. ,itIrieN and lamas rirties.

Written By The Humane
ktv

a

ot

Cystitis In Cats
acidity. Vitamins may be prescribed to
aid in the restoration of the bladder's
damaged lining.
-The eat is placed on a special low ash
diet with absolutely no fish foods of any
kind. This special diet may include raw
-liver, kidney, heart, or growul beef;
cooked chicken with no bones; meattype cannedfoods with an ash content
of 3.5 percent or less ( if ash is not
mentioned on the label of the can, do
not buy that food j, raw eggs, cottage
cheese, prepared cereals such as whole
An-rm. Oatmeal; =ail quantities-of
meat-type dry food, tomato juice ( a
good urine acidifier,),, and canned
prescription diet food available on from
your • veterinarian.
"If caught in time, cystitis' can be
treated and controlled, but not completely cured. It is therefore necessary
that the owner get his pet to the
veterinarian at the first signs of the
disease and that he follow the doctor's
advice on medication to the letter. If
this is done, the cat that is plagued by
cystitis has a good chance of leading-a
long -and normal life.

Manpitt

Anyone Who has ever stood in the old
cemetery overlooking
residual
Eddyville is usually impressed by two
things — the fantastic view of Kentucky
Lake and the Kentucky State
„ Penitentiary, and the feeling of history
that emanates from that ancient burial
ground, one of the oldest in this part of
the state.
In examining the stones, manyso old
as to be illegible, one will note the
family name Lyon on many of the
oldest stones. Matthew Lyon. for whom
Lyorfrotmty was named, in one of the
members interred here, although he
had died at Spadra Bluff, Arkansas in
1822, and his body brought back to his
home in 1833.
Matthew Lyon was horn in Ireland on
July 14, 1750-, the on of well to WI farmers. In 1760, the British landlords took
over the land of many of the smaller
farmers, charging them exorbitant
rents for using their evm land. These
persecuted people proceededtoiornian
insurrection group known as the White
Boys, in an attempt to gain redress for
their wrongs. However, as is usually
the case, the landed gentry, quickly put
down the, uprising, sentencing its
leaders to death. One of these leaders
was the father of Matthew Lyon.
After his father's death, young Lyon
went to work for an Irish patriot,

Contemporary Religious Thought

The Purpose OfLent
By James A. Fisher,Sr.
Weather" Christians. There must be
First United Methodist Church
commitment to the way of Christ. Lent
in the northern Heinisphe,re,,,where it
e,
-offers 'FAII •
'
was us oe.erv
comes wi
e
diligently for Gods will.
Atonetime or another,miltions
-Dr.. Albeft -Outler, outstanding
of Christians must have wondered why!
Christian , Theologian, says that the
In northern latitudes, at any rate,
entire Christian Church -has been made
February and March are not the most
much less effective by two things.
promising time for a great spiritual
There has been too much emphasis on
effort. Winter seens to have been going
structure and organization. Then_ there
on forever, and the first signs of spring
is lack of real leadership. If we examine
come and go with little apparent effect.
our respective group we see how right
People are tired, tired of the cold, and
he is in his appraisal.
the darkness,tired of the.sleet and mow
Every denomination- has- in the past
and ice, tired of the aches and coughs 10 or 12 years been tinkering with their
and sneezes, tired of staying indoors. machinery as though the kingdom
Comfort and relaxation were- never ''would clime Or lail -dePending On -the
more needed.
organizational genius of their church.
But what does the, church do to mark Well, at best,, the machinery is only an
this low point of the year? She an- - instrument and the less we have the
nounces a season of fasting,, prayer and better we do.
sacrifice, she invites us to cut down on
The leadership has been "club"
food and- drink, to forget the luxuries orientated. We play games. We attempt
gid entertainment to spend more time to buy what we want If the budget is
on our knees and give more of our
balanced and there are no real division
money than we have been accustomed then everything is well. Jesus calls us to
to giving. Why does she do it? Does she go into a world and help people know his
enjoy imposing a heavy burden on us?,,,, love. He calls us to help with a society
"The church is not trying to be dif- that respects people and is fair to all
ficult. Lent comes when it does because people everywhere. This calls for inEaster falls when it does. Lent is a volvement in every social issue in
this
serious preparation for Easter. Lent is days world.
a way of growing into Easter. Lent is-a
Lents rermAds us of this relpontime for making the truth of Easter a sibility and should send us out
seeking
part of our Lives."
for...the chance to help people be
The Christian Church is in difficulty Christians. There is no such thing
as an
because we have forgotten what the inactive Christian! If
you fail to work
church really is and why it is here. Our for Christ,
through your church, then
concern has been for demominVenal you are out so far as
Christian faith is
differences and other things that are concerned!
Lent reminds us_that,,we do
really unimportant. The result is that not have to remain
outside for there is
we are not reaching the masses for a foregivenels,
and this is the season In
way of life that brings meaning and preparation.
purpose. It is not enough to be "Fair •

Charles Lucas, who was a member of
the Irish Parliament. It was at that
time that he first heard stories of that
new land, America, by reading the
Freeman's Journal. With the
imagination usually associated with
those rngn who, accomplish great
; he began to dream of this
things.
country, seeing hope for his tutu& in
somehow gettiAg. tgr AiMeriCa...
In order to accomplish his dream, in
1765, at the age of 15, he indentured
birOseil to a Men_ frorn Connecticut,
Jobe% Bacon; in other words, he sold
himself for a period of three years, for
the sum of 12 British pounds. But, being
an enterprising youth, he managed to
trade two bulls, which he had bought on
credit, oMr. Bacon, and earned the •
balance of his freedom In much less
than the agreed-upon three years.
After he had earned his freedom,
Lyon worked in an, iron foundry in
Connecticut for a then-obscure, iron
master named Ethan Allen, who had
established the first iron foundry in the
New England area. While working
theroMatthew met and fell in love with
Allen's niece, whom he married in 1771.
In.1774, when the first rumblings of
revolution were being heard throughout
the country, Lyon packed up his family
nd belongings and followed Ethan
Allen to Rutland, Vermont. By this
time, Allen had become intensely
dedicated to the principle of freedom
for his country and had organized the
:Green Mountain Boys. On May 10, just
three weeks after the famous ride of
Paul Revere, Matthew Lyon cast his lot
wilEthe Green Moontain MY'S and riide
off with 84 other revolutionaries to help
capture Fort Ticonderoga. Lyon later
became an adjutant in General
Womer's regiment in Canada and
• It • GeneralSt. C'Lsir's guide on the
march to Fort Edwards.
-Colonel tyoti's wife- died in 1782, and
in 1783 fie married Beulah Chittenden
Galusha, a widow of one of his fellow
compatriots who had been killed in the
Battle of Habbarton. Beulah was the
daughter of Colonel Thomas Chittenden, the first governor of Vermont,
and was the mother of one son, Elija,
age two. Since Lyon had four children
by his first. wife,- they started married
de with a family-of four.
"Next week, we-will go into the life of
Mattlfew Lyon further, tracing his
journey to Kentucky and his many
accomplishments.
In answer to the .anonymous reader
who inquired about the long-lost
cemetery behind thPCalloway County
hospital-,- I have finally *found some
sketchy information concerning it and
who was buried there. If whoever it was
who wrote me, will contact me, I can
share this information. Otherwise, I
will wait and collect it with some other
miscellaneous information for a fixture
column in a few weeks. I again invite all
inquiries and will do the best I can to
answer them.

Bible Thought
"And they were astonished it Jesus'
doctrine: for he taught them as one
that had authority." Mark 1:22
The dettv ot lesw; was evident in
all that He did. And His poWer should
be evident in the In,e, of His followers

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Army Private First Class Edwin E. ningham, Susan Alexander, Larry Bell,
Carson took part in the defense of the II
Jennifer Erwin, Roger Joseph, Rita
nektrorearhealuuarterrelueltarthe---Biandon, Mike Wilkerson, Kathy
recent attack on bong Benh, Vietnam.
Rushing, David Durhan, and Gail
Deaths reported include Miss
Smith.
Ityreeah Boustnn, Willie Lee, Claude
Corp. Charles Thomas Williams of
Lamb, Marion M. Tesler, and Mrs.
the U. S. Marine Corps has been
Lorene E. Anderson.
assigned-to duty at El Toro, Calif. ,
Named as superlatives of the senior
Dr. Ben Humphreys of Murray State
class of Calloway County High School
University
will conduct a discussion on
were Cathy Harris, Jerry Mac
"Confidentiality in Counseling",at the
Birkeen, Stan Key, Yvette Watson,
West Kentucky Personnel and
Martha Sills, Mickey Rose, David
Guidance Associational meeting in
McGinnis, Mary Jane Rhoades, Tony
liopittosville on March 16.
Jones, Celia Taylor, Larry CUM-

20 Years Ago
The daily Ledger & Times scooped
the nation by printing the first picture
of the new 19581'appan Gas range that
was shown and introduced to sales
representatives of the Tappan Cornpany here for ..the genecal Tappan
meeting-at the'Murray Manufacturing
Company.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Helen
Most, age 50, Miss , Martha Jane
Anderson, age 77, and Marin „Carter,
age 83.
Benton beat Almo in, the opening
round of the Fourth District Basketball

Tournament held at the Murray State
Sports Arena. Paul Daily was high for
Benton with 17 points and Lovett was
high for Almo vfith eight points.
- Births reported include a boy, Lance
Reed. to Mr. and _Mrs. Kelsie Reed
Hooki, on FebA.
Miss Ann Wood presented a special
Founders Day program at the meeting
of the New Concord High School
Paredt-Teaaier Association, Special_
music was by the boys quartet composed of Skip Hurt, Larry Dunn, Joe
Green, and Rob Dick.

30 Years Ago
nine for Lynn Grove.
An organizational meeting of the
medical staff of the Murray Com- _ Ann Herron presented a reading,
munity Hospital was held with Dr. C. J.. "The Giant Mengarie", by Tennessee
Williams, at the meeting of the-Alpha
McDevitt elected as president, Dr. Ora
K. Mason as vice-president, and Dr. J. Department of the Murray Women's
Club.
A. Outland as secretary.
Peanut Faugh, John Miles, and
Sharp beat Almo and Hardin beat
Arthur'
Farmer have opened a new
Lynn Grove in the opening games of the
business, Maple Street Auto Repair,
Fourth District Basketball Tourhere in Murray.
nament, High scorers were Leon
Good quality fat steers soldfrom $23
Inglish with 18 for Sharpe, C. Burkeen
to $26 per one hundred pounds in sales
for
with
18
with 10 for Almo, Miller
at the Murray Livestock Company this
Hardin, and Max Smotherman with
week.

40 Years Ago
Approximately 10,000 peonie ffre
here in-Jk4urray on fourth Monday in
February for Murray's monthly "Mule
Monday." The trading ring is at North
Third and Walnut Streets.
Carl Kingins, sheriff of Calloway
County, said the County assessment for
the year is $132,000, and that all monieshave been collected except for $3,000.
Deaths reported this week include
Manse Kimbro,age 71, James Futrelle,_
age 78,„ Goldie Orr, age 3.Cain Taylor.
age 87, Mrs. Ann Fulton,age 77, and R.
Y. Byrd) Lynn Grove High School won the
• Calloway County Debate Tournament
held March 1. Team members are
Fannie Sue Jones, Ralph Boyd Crouch,
Preston Cotham, and Martha Nell
Stark. First place winners in other

ekents were.Tosethihe'Suiter7 Almo
Hight.Ernestine Miller,--New Concord
High; Evelyn Lou Lockhart, Lynn
Grove High; Will Frank Steely, Hazel
High; Jessie Dee Trees, Lynn Grove
High; Robert Carlton, Kirksey High.
Jack Sharborough of the Calloway
County Lumber Company, has been
named to serve as voluntary chairman
of a Betty Housing Committee- of the
Community by the Federal Housing
Administration, Washington, D. C. _
Marriages announced this week
include Winifred Keys to Robert
Burnett Miller on Feb. 25.
Charles Baugh of Lynn Grove is one
one. of eight men chosen as "outstanding men" by the student body of
Murray State Teachers College. They
will be featured in The 1938 Shield.

50 Years Ago.
Among several bridge bills signed by
Dr. B. B. Keys and Dr. C. H. Jones
President Calvin Coolidge last week
attended the Tri-State Medical
was found two vitally effecting
Association meeting held in Memphis,
Calloway County and its connection
with counties beyond the Tennessee and
Burnett Waterfield, head of the 138
Cumberland Rivers. This bill provided -- Taxi Line in Murray, is owner of the
for construction of bridgg, across the
first Model,A Ford to be delivered in
Tennessee River at Eggner's Ferry and
Calloway'County.
across the Cumberland River at
Births reported include a girl,
Canton.
Virginia June, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Deaths reported include John W.
Suiter; twins, John Mack and Mattie
Skinner, age 65, John Vaughn, age 70,
Carolyn, to Mr. and Mrs. W. Z. Carter
Mrs. Sally Hutchins, age 'SO, Mrs.
On Feb. 27; boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
James Strader, and Gus Bucy, age 52.
Phillips on Feb. 26.
Nell C. Howard of Browns Grove wan
Sugar is advertised at 59 cents for ten
elected most popular girl and John
pounds in the ad for Piggly Wiggly this
Edward Miller of Morley, Mo., was
week.Ed Adams is now manager of this
elected best all around boy by a vote of
store.
the student body of Murray State
" W. C. Fields in "Running Wild" is
Teachers College on Feb. 24.
showing at the Capitol Theatre

Does Murray Need A Youth Center?
center. They would likely be repelled by
the idea that once again their parentsand their parents' community-were
organizing their lives. I believe that our
youngsters are nbt goingto.be attracted
BY Prof. MEL PAGE
to yet another over-directed, -and
Dept. of History
probably over-supervised, activity.
Murray State University
They would rather be free-on the
._ Murray does not, I contend, need a streets, in the parking lots, and stan-. youth center. I believe strongly that we ding behind some pinball wizard.
Of 'course, not all the youngiters in
: must provide a constructive at- mosphere for the young people of our Murray are as, aimless as this picture
community. But a youth center would suggests. Many are involved in constructive activities at school-'not best achieve that goal.
Any idea for a youth center would education, sports, music and a variety
require a large financial investthent A of clubs. Others are working in conbuilding would be necessary and a staff structive. projects sponsored by their
•, to operate it. To say nothing of the churches. The community theater has
equipment needed. The only way that offered a new outlet for youth (as well
we could pay for this would be through as adults). There are scouting
organizations offering many activities,
our taxes.
•
community sports teams, plus our fine
; Once our taxes would be committed, parks in the summer.
: would our youth actually use the
So we have activities aplenty. And
7 center? A few, certainly, would go. But many of our youngsters take full ad: no matter how exciting the activities, vantage cif them. But those who do not- no matter how enthusiastic the leaders, those for whom many argue a youth
some young persons would simply not center is needed-would not go. They
-• be attracted.
Nould not go because it would seem to
The parking lot at local ice cream be just another attempt to organize
store Could still be more exciting to the them.
So, what can we do to provide, even
teenagers. And the pinball parlors
would still draw the preteen set. Those for these disaffected youth, a better and
are all recreation, and away from more constructive atomosphere? I
home. That is the attraction. Not some believe that it lies, not in a youth center,
new building, promising new sorts eV but in our treatment of our own
'children.
f. recreation.
To say, simplistically, that the
• .- Even dsome youthdid need a eenter.
problems
facing the kids can- be
they
something,
do
to
place
to he'd a
p▪ robably would not come to a youth overcome by a rievi youth center is to
say that We cannot do it. It is also to say

Pro

-t

importance of formal education in our
modern society and we spend billions of
dollars annuallyto educate our young,
but we often fail to realize how vital
recreation is to the same youth we
By prof. JOHN FERGERSON
strive to educate so well.
Dept. of Foreign Languages
If we ignore the psychological need
Murray State University
for some form of diversion, the.conAs I ponder the question, the answer' sequences can be as devastating as
neglect of intellectual needs.
seems obvious to me, and should be
obvious to anyone in the Commenity - Frustrations mist be vented Ind excess
who ponders the question. Of course•we energy consumed. Naturally, this can
should have a youth center in Murray! be done in many ways-both • conIt is a need that requires little defense. Structive and destructive.
All too often we see the many
I shall merely remaid the reader of a
few Of the compelling reasons a youth destructive forces which threaten our
youth and weaken the moral fiber of ow
center would be one of the wisest investments we could make to improve society. Crime among our young people
is increasing at an alarming rate. Drug
the future of our community.
From time immemorial, men have abuse and alcoholism are taking a
recognized that young people are ad- terrible toll among young Americans. ,
All social levels are affected.
venturous,impetuous, independent and
This is a price we cannot afford to
unpredictable. These qualities,
pay; it is absolutely too high!
essential to progress, are also poten"Can we afford to have a youth
tially dangerous without proper
center?"some will ask."Can we afford
guidance.
not to have one?" is perhaps a more
We all readily recognized the great
valid question. How many billions do
we spend on law enforcement, penal
institutions, rehabilitation programs
and problems which stem form juvenile
delinquency? Can we afford to neglect
an important but relatively inex. (EDITOR'S NOTE: Local Issues Forum is a joint venture Of the Kentucky Humanities Council which provides partial funding the Mw-ray
pensive means of preventing and
State University Department of History, and The Murray Ledger &
curbing destructive youthful activities?
Times. Letters to the editor on the topics discussed are encouraged and
Although most of these problems with
should be addressed to: The Editor; Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box
juveniles are still relatively Minor in
4,Murray,Ky.,42071.
Murray, we must take tvery precaution
..to 4orevent their becorining Ignajor
.problems. A youth center,'could help by
providing young People with a variety

that when it takes time, and when it
gets hard, we can't be the kind of
parents we need to be. Providing a
constructive atmosphere in our
community for young people requires
that we fake them seriously.
Instead of letting them drive around
town;-or to the ice cream store, or even ,
to a youth center, we should play with
them at home. even talk to-them. Or
better still listen to them, really listen.`
Instead of letting Someone else guide'
them in recreation 'all the timewhether it be a coach, a director or
even a community center recreation
expert--we should participate with
have
them. We are fortunate to
available to us several fine recreation
areas,if we would only join our children
in using them. We need to say,"Let's do
it together."
Instead of casting about for a new
"answer" to the problems facing the youth of our community, instead of
investing our taxes in a)youth center,
we have at hand a cheaper and better
solution: ourselves.

Con

of wholesome forms of recreation. If
such a center were to keep one young
person from straying into the wilderness of crime, violence or drug
astdiction,it would be worth every dime
of local, state and federal expenditures! How much is a life of One
child worth to you, especially if it is the
life of one of your own children?
•
The results of a local public opinion
poll published recently in The Murray
Ledger and Times indicated that large
majority of our citizens feel . that
Murray does not have all the
recreational facilities it needs.
Although we now have an excellent
public park, tennis courts and Land
Between the Lakes, is this enough?
Many of our youth are not athletically
inclined and do not participate in the
more popular outdoor sports.
Furthermore, the avialable facilities
are of minimal value during bad
weather. How many of us would have
been infinitely grateful for a youth
center during the recent-wintry weeks?
What did you tell your children when
they wanted to get out of the house?
"Go play in the snow" soon loses it
appeal. Some young people apparently
thought it would be more fun to shoot
out windows in the community. How
much better it would have been if the
young people involved could have gone
to a shooting gallery at a municipal youth center to satisfy their basic need
for diversion.
We are neglecting our -youth and
definitely shirking our responsibility if
we dp not make every effort to prottitio)
a recreational center for oursehildtitn.
The future we save may be our own.
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Murray Business News Briefs
Announces Change

of

He thai rejoined the Roses
The Roses department store
of Murray has recently an- ruff ta became manager ut
nounced their changes in staff, he Murray store.
Smith originally from
inthe positions of manager
Bristol, Va. has a wife, Jo
and assistant manager.
The -Meat-gram lir-VW-Amy-4i"--thee
Central Center shopping Sammy 10, Ricky 8 and Sherry
center named Samuel B. 6.
smith. as manager Of
-_ Smith thinks of -Roses a
,and sees
Murray store, as of Feb. the progressive company'
the Murray store as having a
9th.
Smith was associated with promising future. He said, "I
The Roses corporation for 14 would like to make Roses one
years and had been manager of the leading places to shop in
of their.- store in Gookville, town.
Tenn: for .5 years when he - As yet his tinnily vinn.'1,
resigned to go into business move to Murray until after
school is out in Cookville.
for himself.

te

in

id

•
11111111101

Scotts Drugs of Murray has hired Glen Butler as a pharmacist for the Chestnut Street store. Butler, originally
from Symsonia,is a 1976 University of Kentucky graduate
with a BS in pharmacy. Butler, 25, was formally a druggist
at Daves Pharmacy at Symsonia. He is single and currently
lives at Symsonia. The newly hired pharmacist became
head pharmacist at the Scotts,Drugs location March t He
indicated that he is proud to be associated with Scotts
and looks forward to serving the people of Murray.

PP"'
BANKING
IS EVERYBODY'S
}
isp
j3USINESS

Before a banker will lend
you money, he needs to know
who you are and what you're
like- -Nobody wants -to lend.
to -strangers.
money,

DALTON, GA. - Jerry
Henry of Home Center, Inc.,

Murray, was awarded _ the
Certificate of Achievement
upon the successful completion of the Carpet and Rug
Institute Product Training
School. The school was
sponsored by The Carpet and
Rug Institute and was held in
Dalton, Georgia - the "Carpet
Capital of the World."
The Product Training
School was developed to
on the
provide information
. .

V
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good credit risks have certain
factors jai common — things
like home ownership ancremployment stability.
The scoring system simply
gives a weight to each of
these factors. When the combined score is added, those
who register above a- certain
level are pretty certain to be
good Wks.
Credit scoring is far from
univeital. Many banks do not
rclying instead on
use
personal conversations between customers and lending officers. They fear that

If your application is
turned down, ask why. It may
be that you can easily offer
additional information to
offset whatever is causing the
doubts.

WHO SAID FARM INSURANCE
IS COMPLICATED?

Y e

FARMERS
Ranci-En
MULEMAIRD
We can put the property and liability
coverages you need to protect your farm
and your family in one convenient
MULTIGUARD policy.
And you have a choice of plans to protect
yourhome and personal possessions. `.
We can simplify things for you with
one insurance company, one premium payment, one renewal date; and one agent.

it

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Mono 753-4751

struction. Those who attotkied
the class came from a wide
geographic distribution and
represented many segmentsofthe carpet and rug industry.
The smaller size class and
-wide diyersity allowed the
students to gain much from
each other during the informal
sessions.
The _goal of the School was to
educate those in the carpet'
and rug industry about the
product so they can be of
greater service to the
hness of in- customer.

are

ro

Calhoun
Promoted

Economics experts at the
University of Pennsylvania
predict better business in
the future.
The Wharton Econometric

John Calhoun, -Southern- Forecasting Assoc iates
Ohio Bank, has been promoted predict:
*The U.S. trade deficit
from assistant vice president should decline in- 1979 and
the
to vice president of
1980, aided by better agriculCommercial Loan Depart- tural expert earnings and
ment. He joined Southern Ohio energy conservation.•In a surprisingly strong
Bank in 1972 as an Installment
housLoan Officer. Calhoun is a and robust expansion,
ing industry starts should
of
Indiana ceed 1.97 million this year
graduate
University and has an MBA and may reach close to 2 0
from Xavier University:million units in 1978
•Real disposable inciitne
Calhoun and his wife,
is
expected to increa — hv
Deborah, reside in Alexan4.78
percent in 1978 and
dria, Ky. He is the grandson of an additional
3.81 p'' iii
C.
and
Jones
Ernest
the late
in 1979.
Mrs. E. C. Jones, a resident of „Ai The unemisloyme
Murray.
will decline to 6.26 per ,
1979.

841111

mores

Roses announced recelty the changes in staff of the local store above are Samuel
Smith Manager and Larry Remington assistant Manger, both are new to Murray.

Glenn C. Wooden

Insure It Properly

Wooden
Appointed

If you use a tax preparation
service, avoid anyone who
asks you to sign a blank
form, guarantees a refund
for you or suggests
anything fraudulent such
as under-reporting income.

(.11

r OMAN'

.• we it against every

Call 753-4451

Nick T. Newberry, national
president of the Woodmen of
Insurance
the, World •
Society, has announced the
of - Glenn
appointment
Wooden,. Murray, to the
National Fraternal Cotn.- •
inittee of the Omaha,,Neb.,• based Fraternal Benefit
Society.
Wooden, in addition to
serving many local and state
offices of the Woodmen, has
New Appointment - just completed a term on the
Research Triangel Park, N-.-C.
National Legislative Com- Burroughs Wellcome Co. mittee and will now serve until
announces the appointment. September of 1979 on the
of Mary Youngerman Tid- Fraternal Committee.
This committee meets to
well to the position of
review the status
periodically
Research Scientiest I in the
Organic Chemistry Depart- of the fraternal programs
being carried on nationally by
ment A graduate of Murray
more than 4,000 lodges of
the
Murray
in
University
State
Woodmen and. to make
the
and Memphis State.Univerto ;the
recommindattons
Tidsity in Memphis, Tn., Ms.
Administrative officers of the
well joined the company in
Society for any new plans
1974 as Research Assistant.
which might be suggested by
Burroughs Welcome Co. is
members.
part of a worldwide
organization of privately
held • pharmaceutical,
veterinary, and chemical
whose
companies
distributable profits, after
taxes, are devoted to research in medicine and allied
fields. This dedication to the
discovery of new medicinal
At a recent Markham Style
agents is reflected in the
Innovator Seminar, held at the
motto,"Research is our only
Galt House in Louisville, Paul
stockholder."
Mansfield of Murray, was
named Markham Barber of
the. Year.
Paul is the owner of the
West Side Barber and Styling
Shop and vice chairman of the
Kentucky Board of Barbers.

Mansfield
Barber
Of Year

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

Reliability And
Friendly Service
Come in arid stock .411) on all
, vitamin, and
your fir-t aid,
-111)1)1

Elo‘s

FREE
DELIVERY
104 N. 5th St. — 753-8302
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We at the

Bank of Murray

If you need a loan to pay your taxes, see us. We like
to make loans for any legitimate purpose.
PEOPLES BANK

Safeguard your biggest investment with a comprehensive-. onepremium Homeowner's Policy. In-

•

Perform a
death-defying
act.

offer our

Redact if
overweight.

Member FDIC

•

KY
WE Si FiGr' ,F017 ,OUP LIFE

• ,

Congratulations
to

. "If a man tells you, 'Come I have found the
truth'; Do not go with him If a man tells you,
'Come, let's find the truth': Go with him, -he is not
likely to lead you astray."

Winchester Services
Tir,"

r

r

102 North 4th Street —'Murray, Ky. 42011

rtneLepliruns....

He and his wife Donna have
two children, Erin, 1,02 years
and Mathew 3 months. They
reside at 213 N. 13th Street.
Remington said,"coming to
Murray is like alletnecominji.
I have relatives all over
Western Kentucky."

fibers and constructions,
techniques of dyeing and
printing, care and maintenance 'and malty other"
related subjects. Experts
from the various manufacturing areas conducted the
classes. In addition to
classroom activities, field
trips were made to allow the
students-to view firstIUUKI.the..
entire carpet manufacturing
process.
The size of the class was
limited to 30 students to en-

John Calhoun

by Bill Boyd

NOT WHEN YOU HAVE

been associated with Roses for
2 and t•-a years.•

There's good news for
business from the expert forecasters at the Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania.
--In a forecast for the
U.S. economy, Professors
Lawrence R. Klein, F. Gerard
Adams and Richard M. Young
see tlittle danfor.of either re- • .
k cession or a new inflatioriary
spiral op; the economic
hosizon."4 ,

No▪ w
I

thenssistant manger-and-has --

Flevi
BUSIP
BACKGRZSI
lirZt ON

too much formalization of
the process is dehumanizing.
Others swear by scoring,
pointing out that it reduces
the element of frailty that goes
into all human judgments. The
arithmetic approach,they say,
eliminates any chance of
bias based on interviewer
moods or hunches.
There is Hardly anything
esoteric about credit scoring.
The questions are all quite
obvious, the kind you might
ask if you were the lender
rather than the borrower.
Do you have both checking
and savings accounts? What
sort of debts do you have
no*, And how long wifl It
take you to repay? How
long have you been at your
current job? Have you moved
recently? Do you have any
credit cards? What is the
ratio of your debt to your
income?
Does credit scoring mean
that your fate as a potential
borrower is totally • in the
hands of some computer? Not
at all. Most banks give lendirlg
officers the right to override
the credit score's ranking if
there is justification. Not
everyone who is creditworthy
automatically fits some predetermined set of criteria.

If you live in -a community
small enough so that you are
well known at the bank, this
process is very simple. But
most of us live in communities
too large to allow for us to
know each other well on a
personal level. This means that
any lender feels he has to
ask-yOu some questions-Whenyou come in for a loan.
In many banks, these
questions have been incorporated into a system called
credit scoring. Credit scoring
is just what is sounds like.
Experience has shown that

graduate of the University of
Kentucky has been named as

Henry Receives Award

Credit Scoring Systems: Measure Of A tustomei
By Willis W. Alexander
Executive Vice Presidebt
merican Bankers Association
,

Also new to the Murray
store is Larry Remington of
Louisville. Remington a 1975

•

,

John Calhoun
Glen Butler
Samuel Smith
Larry RemingtonGlen Wooden
Jerry Henry
Mary Tidwell
Paul Mar*field .

r
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To Meet Lokers For Title

Murray High Girls
Rip Marshals 57-46
-

•

Sharon Smith. But in the
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Edftor second half, Smith managed
points and it was all
When your future is quite only two
High.
Murray
with
promising, you.can cone.
A three-point .play by
the present better than most

was dumping off
Farrell
passes and hitting people who
were open.
-They had been beating us

up and down the floor So we
Simmons tied the
. people. And that may be the Catherine
had to match them with our
very reason the Murray High game at 33 apiece and after
speed and that's why we went
all '..the momentum
Tiger girls waltzed to a 57-46 that,
with three :guards," Fisher
to the Tigers. Jaina ;win over Marshall County belonged
•said.
22-Everyone who played
Friday in the Fourth District Washer followed with a
footer, then freshman center
Tournament.
contributed. It just tickled the
"Young people just don't Tonyi Alexander scored two
heck out of me to win this one.
-feel pressureas much as older consecutive -beekets and - Nobody- gave us a 'snowball's
coach Riclt Simmons followed on a
ople," Mur ayJ
chance, We were underdogs in
-rebound baCket. And with 2:22 about every game we played
Fisher said.
period,
of left in the third
plenty
was
There
but the girls made up their
41-33.
led
Murray
nobody
week,
minds they were going to win
pressure. Last
the- eight-point lead was
would have given the Ti'gers a
and show people they can.
.at 45-37 going into the
intact
beating
of
world
the
in
chance
play.
Then atthe outset
Marshall County. Afterall, the final frame.
Marshals had twice beaten of the last quarter, Fisher did
margins

by

Murray

points and 17 points.
Thursday
But

of 20 some brilliant coaching. He
beat the Marshals at their,own

'. -, .,
night, game.
Murray spread the offense,
Calloway County lent a
the game down and
helping hand as they delivered slowed
Marshall-County come
a- 55-50 loss to the Marshals made
out...after the ball. Thus, the
and that dropped Marshall
spent some tiniest the
'County to 18-2 on the season Tigers
line and by slowing
throw
free
and
emotion
and took a bit of
the ball down, Murray didn't
energy too.

BEST GAME — Freshman center Tanya Alexander goes up inside for two of her 18 points. She also had 17 rebounds. Defending is Jan Arant of the Marshals.

-

"When the younger players been shooting around 70 per
on the team found out we had cent from the foul line this
-they were many season, never did gut m.„the_
excited about it. They weren't bonus situation until it wits too
worried in the least bit about
the prospects of having to play
either

Marshall

County,"

Calloway
said.

bonus and that's why we
'Spread our offenle. They-hal:TT'
played the night before Oa
that along with The fact they

Scores-Predictions
Boys' Scans
Rnt Dirtrict

run
you
"Anytime
something like that, you have
to try and score off it or get

lyt
l
tn 0
4
so re

eliminated - any
tournaAnent jitters they would

finishrd with. 22 points to lead
the Tiger scoring attack while

Thursday

shooting from the

long range,

against

Alexander, playing a beautiful

them. But it just toOk us a

game,added 18 points and was
the dominant force )on the

working

while to get rid of our jitters.
"After the first quarter, I
told the girls in the huddle that

Murray

• Settle
came

JILL BENNM of Marshall County tries to get inside position
but still has problems getting the rebound as Tanya Alexander
(hidden) has a hand on the ball. Under Bennett is Sharon Smith.

down?
right

The

back

Tigers
and

at

halftime, trailed just 29-24.
And of those 29 points, 19 came
from

shooting

sensation

Don

Cothran

knew, we'd played the way we
had all year," Cothran added,
Marshall County bows out

by SM'bOY1
Hickman County vs. CARLISLE COUNTY by 10 I girls)

ledger into tonight's chainpionship game with Calloway

Sacond Distrkt
'. IlIghman vs. LONE OAK by five (boys)
TILGHMAN vs. Ballard by 10(girls)
Third District
MAYFIELD vs. Wingo by 24( boys)
LOwEs vs. Fancy Fami by four(girls)
Fawn District
.Murray vs. MARSHALL COUNTY by
, boys)
hi-Liu'', vs. CALLOWAY COUNTY by

- Austin Peay CvIs. WESTERN KEN,/ by five
ruck,
Record: 133-44 high school, la1 Season26
I.. 11. 4.... rro...1 r n,••

Shelby Co l& Henry Co 43
Henderson Co 67 Union Co63

Catrebounded

district foes. .
Murray will take a 94

County, which is 13-7. The
game will begin at6:30 p.m.
. . MAMMA COUNTY
4 ft PI
4 0 4
Arant
9 1 '2
Smith
5 0 5
Bennett •
0 0 2
Perry
-0 -6
McDonald
0 2 5
Cothran
1 1 0
•
Lawrence
0 0 1
Dimigan
$60 6 24
Totals
ININIA1

ti)
8
21
10
0
-.22
3
0
46

te ft ol V

9 4 432
2 2 3 6
8' 2 31$
2 4 2 8
0 0 1 0
1 1 3 3
22 13 16 57

Washer
Farrell
Alexander
&unmans
GriMth
Jackson
Totals
mirelidiC,o.
Murray High

Mendee Co 711 Morgan Coil

14 15 8 9-46
6 18 21 12-57

LOOSE BALL — Jill Bennett watches the boll go sailing out of
bounds in a rebound battle with Tonya Alexander (31) and
Marlene Farrell (21) of the Tigers.

.11

Clay Co67 Rockcastle Co 47
Oneida 70 Jackson Co67
Franklin Co 84 Woodford Co 76
-oh 1

of

Breathitt Co 63 Jackson 50

A

4

outing.

Johnson Central 93 Latrrence Co67

But the key was the floor
play and ball-hawking of the
guards.

coach

18-3,and.allunts tosses were

County 33-25 and
we really needed to settle
down and get back in the Alexander had 17 rebounds.
game. It was a case of Mar- Simmons, who added eight
shall County getting us in the points, also grabbed down
first quarter and fourth nine rebounds in another fine

said..

County

'( Ars,Dist*,
FULTON cotrrirry vs. Hickman county

-r
.

Marshall

quarter in our two previous
games with ;hem," Fisher

of the season at the worst time
play them," Marshall

to

"We've !lever fouled that

OVC Tooronosat
Austin Pea y 66 Middle Tennessee 61
Westrm Kentucky 78 East Tennessee 75

•

boards.

to

much(i4-personaLV,and I just
don't know why we did' it. II I

Junior guard JaintWasher;
excellent • eight'girls
some

displaying

worked

said,

• •one

"We hadn't played in a week
and the fact they had played

free throws," Fisher added.

The strategy

North District
murray 57 Marshall county 46

Marshall Courity could come

TOP SCHER — Joins Washer drives to the heart to add to
her point total. The Tiger junior guard fired in 22 points in her
best gene of the season. Defending is Jill Bemsett while Jan
Arent(35) watches in the background.

absolute perfection.
"We just got beat. We
played two of our worst games

Sanaa District
0k61
Pliflun-an M LA"
•
Mhird Districtno games played Friday

or

first period:

had

gave

ofif of her
Simmons
best all-around games.
'We knew stre had one-More
foul to go before they got in the

Girls' Scores
Brit District
Carlisle County 46 Fulton County 44

For the first eight minutes Tigers Scored. the final four
of the game, it. went as most points to pad the Margin.
.
Candy,
people expected. Marshall Freshman 'guard
County roared to a 10-2 lead Jackson scored three of those
,
_
.
and led 14-6 at the end of the four. - -

have

"Farrell really gave us
some great leadership and
was just
Jackson
Candy
super. I also felt Catherine

were behind in foul trouble
too, made the difference.

May

late.

no closer than seven points
Fisher and that was at 53-46 with just
1:11 left in the game but the

County

tonight.

Third District
Wingo 63 Farmington 57
52 „
Symponia
68
Mayfield

Marshall County, which had

players.

hampered with a sprained
wrist for the past five games
but she got her eye back

County
e_tY 56 Care.,,ale
0
Hicivnum Coun
r".s
wi
1 ..
Lone oak 71 s7

was give the Marshals a chance to
nobody
However,
rejoicing over the fact the get back in the game.
Instead of working inside
Tigers drew the tourney bye,
Murray,
which simply meant they had and drawing fouls on
hurry to
to win or else. Nobody was the Mirshala- bad to
rejoicing except the younger catch up. The _ result was

(Steil Photos by Koski Penick)

"Alexander had the best
game she's ever had. She was
just super. She!s going to be a
great player. Washer has been

displayed
coolness for a

Jackscm

remarkable

while the
Marshals were sagging on the
side Marlene Farrell Was on,

freshman

and

ol

f *1 Oiste.4

Carroll Co 61 Trimble Co 54

St

Whitley Co 75 WilliamsbUrg

C.

MC Napier 73 Leslie Co 72 OT
Hazard 77 Wee Comb's 73

el
TI
th
Al

_

I O..,rt,

98 Lou Shaimee 44
,.,,,,
„o0Central
Lo
W Hopkins 69S Hopkins 55
Oboro Apollo 41 Owensboro 39

pi

2.4

Butler Co 84 Grayson Co 72
'NM

fa

r

te

LaRue Co 70 Green CO69

Will There Be
r Enough'?

Lou Western 73 Lou Bishop Darn461

in
to

Own. r

Lou Manual M Lou Male 66
I M1nrn.

District
Grant Co68 Owen Co 56
Scott Co 114 Williamstown 48

Pl

Canner 72 Boone Co67

le

r

Newport 76 Bellevue 47

FREE!

Ft nos Highlands IS Silver Grove 65
h Pro, r

Bracken Co 43 Mt Olivet Deming 40
Pis", r

Cumberland 63 Lynch 62
,two r
-.11rh'

Betsy Layne62 Allen Central 56

II is name Tommy. And at the
c()Rpresent nal.,of Use, Ti)1111Ily
. stime during his lifetinle
about 17:i tons of' coal.
2,001) barrels ror.oil. ,and
i et't of natural
-'
in ilifi y11
gas.
When you save electricity . . . you conserve the natural resouPeeS 1.1Sei I to generate it: you.save money: and
Tmnmy.
you sav-e energY
V(
children, and the generations to come,

Ant 1114ort. r

Russell 51 Fairview 46
nth Pest,

aviation Co 77 TOdd Central 69
id. 'harm r

Murray 50 Calloway Co 490T
ird Mono- r
Mayfield 611Syrnsonia 52
•Wingo63farmington 57
II, Th. 11..o. rated Pr....
I Irlt Duo.

Adairville 53 Russellville 48

The Clinic Pharmacy
YELLOW SNOWMOBILE DELIVERY SERVICE!
Again brings to you, our snow-bound patrons, the FREE

Inch !herr,

Clinton Co 81 Cumberland Co 58

The names may have changed, but the service is still the
best in town. Nothing can stop Mrs. Bea and

116* Mon,r

Hart Co 54 LaRue Co 47
I Ihon•
Paris 45 Harrison Co 32
12,41 Mon.r

Jeannine Co 51 Mercer Co 17

the YELLOW SNOWMOBILE
from bringing your prescriptions directly to your door,
quickly and efficiently and, at no extra charge to you. Apparently we are all unable to fight the snows forever, so join
the many others who have turned themselves over to us
and the

Lawrence Co 45 Johnson Central 43
Ath Own.

Clay Co 56 Jackson Co 34
nO man.,
Crittenden Cd 73 Caldwell Co 56
110 !hon.-,

Trimble Co 56 Gallatin Co 19
:OA

Corbin 60 Whitley Co V
;
Breathitt Co 102 Cardia 41

lec3rti .11
W"Y

The

Calloway

Athletic

Booster

County
will

Club

meet at 1:30 p.m. Sunday at
Calloiray County High School.
Filitis of. the funior high
basketball tournament, which
and
held
Monday
was
Tuesday, will be shown.

West Ky. Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
Murtay-tliffield

YELLOW SNOWMOBILE!

Calloway Booster
Club Sets Meeting'

All members and interested
'

IsirsiM are-urged

vi •

•

the meeting.

DON'T FORGET ABOUT OUR 15•4
ALL-INCLUSIVE MEDICARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
4

Phone your prescriptions in ahead and they will be ready
when you arrive at our counter or our Drive-in Window!

Clinic Pharmacy

Ti

.•

-
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Edge Calloway 50-49 In Overtime

Perry's 55-Footer
Gives Murray Win
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger Si Times Sports Editor

The final point in regulation
play came with 11 seconds left
-when Swift hit the front end tiIt was like a heavyweight
the bonus to tre the score at 45.
championship classic boxing
He missed the second shot and'
match- .- both fighters'were
the Lakers rebounded and
Crippled and bleeding and
called a timeout. A 35-footer at
both deserved to be winners
the born by Lamb fell short,
Minii the final bell,'One of
setting the stage for the
the fighters took a wild
overtime period which ended.
roundhouse punch and the
when Perry's Shot fell
-other toppled to the floor.
through.
a That's- exactly, what hap"I can't eve' recall a more
pened in the MSU- Sports
exciting game. When we
Arena Friday night as-Murray
TYPICAL SCENE
This was how the action went all evening in the Murray•Calloway County game as both teams scrapped the
'called the timeout with'(our High's Willie Perry delivered
entire 32 minutes plus the three-minute overtime period. Here, Mike Bradshaw of the Tigers and Glen Olive of the Lakers are on
seconds left, I told Perry and
the punch at the final bell.
the floor while Randy MeCallon is reaching down for the ball and Willie Perry and Daryl Bush rod appear ready to spring in for
Harcourt to get under the
After
gettingThe-rebound-en-a
some action.-- —
et then if the shot misse‘
missed free throw, Perry took
my guards were to flood the
the ball and fired up a 55lanes and everyone would
footer.
rush toward the basket.
"- • "When the ball left his hand,
"That way, if we missed a
I was standing up and I said
shot, we might have a chance
out loud, 'It's got a chance',"
4Peay,
at a tip. But we didn't have to
Murray coach Cary Miller
worry about that," Miller
said.
said.
"Aaron has really been
HOWLING GREEN, K. cluding eight during a decisive the issue when Randall
"There was no question
SWEEPING TRE-BOARDS eraf
meowed h Murray Hiils Senior
"Calloway played a real fine
(AP) - The regular season second half run-in defeating converted a pair" of free coming on lately. He made a whatsoever. The ball was in
Gann
finished win 21 points before
:wining.
Frani
Gillges.
game and it's a shame
leaders will be on the sidelines, regular season co-champion throws with 1:03 remaining big differenct in the game," the air.,before the,, buzzer
falls Into in regulation play. Watching from the career is
someone hid to lose. They've
said Western _ Coach .Jim sounded," said Calloway
-for a-65-61 lead.
tonight as Western Kentucky East Tennessee 79-75. Oliviof tile Lake's.
had a fine season and they're
last chance went Richards. "He's capable ot. County
and Austin Peay battle for the
"We've been a lot • More
coach
Clayton
Tiger
players
shouted,
in
the
really
well-coached," Miller
each
The
teams
murdered
Ohio Valley Conference consistent on defense in the by the boards when Claude playing like this every night."
Hargrove.
dressing
room added.
East Tennessee Coach
basketballcrown.
second half of the OVC race," Taylor missed the front end of
Perry's shot hit nothing but other inside under the boards. wild
Gilliam's 21 points led
Smith
also net and while Murray High's They gave out charging fouls, celebration.
said Austin Peay Coach Ed a bonus with 50 seconds Sonny
_"We'll be back," said
"If he has, I've never seen Murray.$trangely enough, he
acknowledged . Bryant's. players: and fans exploded' they took charging fouls 'and
Thompson. ,'"Of .course,. remaining.Middle Tennessee Coach
was the only Tiger in double
Greg Joyner had 21 points to contributions. "He only had 'with a celebration of victory they were brutal with forceful him do it," Miller quipped.
winning this one won't mean
Jimmy Earle after his Blue
Ironically enough, Murray figure:. For Calloway, Lamb
four points in our two earlier they probably shouldn't have drives to the basket.
much to us unless we win lead Middle TenneaSsee.
Raiders, cochampions during
For the fan who likes won the game without their hit for 17 while Olive had 13
With Bryant scoring four games against them," Smith
tomorrow night."
had, Calloway County's
regular season play, fell 66-61
basketball,
it was something two tallest people in the lineup and McCallon 11.
said,
"but
he
shot
awful
well
Kentucky
Middle Tennessee finished field goals, Western
players and coach Were left on
to Xustin Peay."I've said that the season at 18-8 while
in overtime. Leading scorer
"I said earlier in the day
to
be
unmatched.
East outscored East Tennessee 18-5 tonight."
the
floor,
in
shock
after
having
before and we will."
-Frank
Gilliam fouled out with- that I thought whoeverhit the
Steve-Ashby
had
16Points
stretch
It"-wouldn't
have
been
more
•
during a-seven-minute
" 18-9
their season end witlia'S0-49
• Norris Randall scored 18
Randall's layup with 7:14 to of the second half to build a 65- and- reserve Mike 'Prince
overtime loss to the Tigers. exciting to walk uite' Thleft h1regulatiollast-sbut would ivin the galnia
points Friday night to lead play put Austin Peay ahead 51 lead with 8:58 left in the added 14 for Western KenIt was perhaps. the most neighborhood grocery and play and -'6-4 Howard Boone but I didn't realize it would
Austin Peay to its 15th win for 'good at 52-51, but the game. East Tennessee- was tucky. Jim Smith led fourexciting game either coach meet Mrs. Olsen, Mr. Whipple left with 1:36 left in regulation. end like this," Laker coach
Calloway lost Jimmy Lamb Clayton Hargrove said.
against 10 losses. And Western Governors were hard pressed unable to get closer than the plagued East Tennessee with
has been- involved in, though and Mother Turns, all at once.
"it was a good call. The shot
Kentucky, 14-13, got 25 points the rest of the way.
For 35 minutes exactly, with 2:14 left in the overtime
final margin after the 19 points and Scott Place
for Hargrove the excitement
and
Gene
Lockhart
fouled
out
was
definitely in the air.
added
16.
from Aaron Bryant - inCounty
was
the
run.
Calloway
Hilltopper's
Austin Peay finally settled
turned to something more4
r4ior
"I'm losing six of the finest
better team. There was no just 40 seconds before Perry's
tragir than heartbreak.
young men who were ever put
time left on, the scoreboard fateful shot.
The game was moreathan a when Perry's shot fell through
're
When Lockhart left, the on this earth," Hargrdve said
game. It was a war. And but of course the ball was in,Lakers led
49-46
but of his seniors, Olive, Lockhart,
Perry's bomb-brought victory the air before the buzzer and it sophomore Nick),Swift of the Lamb, McCallon, Daryl
for Murray and a world of did count.
Tigers went to the line and Bushrod and Marc Darnell,--.
desolation crashing down on
"He does that all the time-in made both ends of the borno to
_Calloway.
"I'M not a bit- ashamed of a
practice, really," one of the trim the gap to a point. Then it
good .3-year-old springs up in
By CHARLES WOLFE
got crazy. thing those kids have done thn
Associated Press Writer
Florida or Hot Springs, and
Randy McCallon of ' the season.!don't feel lIke anyone
A record 319 3-year-olds then we have the Wood
[Akers charged with 35 • really lost this game. Butwere nominated today for the Memorial back here that's
seconds left bat with 18 teams should be com104th Kentucky Derby at done real well. The lag two
seconds left, Ricky Garland of plimented.
Louisville's Churchill Downs winners of the Wood (Bold
the Lakers came up with a
"I'djUst like to Thank all of
and two colts immediately Forbes and Seattle Slew) were
steal. But with 13 seconds left, our fans for their fine support.
took the lead in speculation the winners of the Kentucky
In perhaps their wildest wound up switching into a Swift stole the ball back for They've really been good to us
about who would wear the Derby.
game of the season, it all came man-to-man and that can get Murray. Then with six and I hate to see it end like
coveted blanket of roses May
"Woody Stephens thinks
seconds left, Perry committed this. But we're not quitters
to an end for the Murray State you in foul trouble.
6.
he's got a real nice colt
Mounts a charging foul on the drive to and we gave it all we had,"
"Offensive-wise,
Lady Racers in the -KWIC
Affirmed, winner last year (Believe It). In California, the
Hargrove added.
Tournament in Lexington had her best game of her the bucket.
of six stakes and the Eclipse horse, Balzac, of Charlie
The ball was inbounded and
Calloway's season ends with
Friday as MSU fell 103-88 to career and Lynn overcame a
Award as champion 2-year- Whittingham's- they tell me
poor first half and finished the Tigers committed a foul a 13-10 record while Murray
Western Kentucky.
old, and Alydar, winner of four he was quite impressive last
with four seconds left. Murray High will carry and 11-10 mark
It was more like an NBA strong," Smith added.
stakes and bidding to end year and I guess he would be
The Lady Racers end the then called timeout to add into tonight's championship
game.
Calumet Farm's 10-year one of the choices on the Vest
Two players on one team season with a 10-19 record. , so-me pressure and the Lakers battle against 14-11' Marshall
Derby drought, received the coast."
came back on the floor and County, who until the horn
combined for 67 points and two
WOVEN UMW
early nod from Tommy
viceKilroe,
Jimmy
missed the front end of the sounded, had the chamfega
ft-fta
rb Pr ta
on another team for 61 points
Blanton
7-12
19-23
5 3 33
Trotter, racing secretary of president for racing at rainbonus and Perry traded in his pionship won without having
while the two teams combined Liar:: 1
:
74
10-15
5
34
the New York Racing soaked Santa Anita, agreed.
goathorni for the role of the to play again.
0-0
6
16
for 191 points.
Authority at Aqueduct.
Friesen
0-0
0-2
2 1
"Charlie's as high as I've
hero with his miracle shot.
AMU I
It was a fast-paced game Fuikerson 1-3
74
2 1 9
"I think those two are ever known him to be on a
fg ft pf tp
Murray had been full of Gilliam
0-2
0-0
1 2
from the gtart and before it Howard
....... 6 9 5 21
5 4 5
probably
almost
co- horse," said Kilroe. "He's put
Kordenbrock 2-4
1-2
miracles
earlier.
The
Harcourt,
3 11/ 2 &
Tigers,
was over, there were four Paulson
1-3
0-0
4 -2 2
0 0 5 0
favorites," Trotter said in a a tremendous prep into him
who played well in the first Boone
0-0
0-0
4 2
Racers fouled out of the game, Myers
Taylor
1 0 3 2
telephone interview. "If you and he's one of the three best
Rubin
0-1
2-3
5 3 2
quarter and jumped to an 8-2 Perry
2 4 4 6
a total of 85 free throws at- Sutton
1-2
- 0-0
2 2 2
Swift
get opinions from trainers out here."
2
3 1 7
tempted by both teams and Totals ..32-66 WSJ 37 26 103 lead early in the game only to Bradshaw
2 0 4 4
here in the East, you're going
The best, according to the
IIIPMEAT STATI
wind
up
on
the
Totals. -------------1616.2450
short
end
of
a
yet, the two teams had just 30
fg-fga
ft-fta
rb pf tp
to find almost a 50-50 split."
winter book, is Affirmed, but
26-20 halftime score, trailed
1-7
0-1
1 5 2
turnovers between them, with - Berm
CALMAT COMM
However, he said,the Derby Harbor View Farm's big
Blackburn
04 A 2-2
1 4 2
44-36
with just 3:23 left in
fg ft
M
and
18
having
iy
12.
Gates
24
'
04
5
5
4
HEAVY TRAFFIC - Reward Boone (41) of the Tigers finds
picture still is muddled.
Olive
chestnut has yet to start this
5 3 3 13
regulation play. 3 1 7
Herndon
24
3-4
Western
McCallon
3
5
3
11
the action tough inside as Gene Lockhart (right) and Daryl
9 5 25
"There are many factors year because of the rain and
Lynn
11-20
9-11
But Murray made six Bushrod
2 2 4 6
Brenda Chapman scored 34 Maddix
3-4
04
1 4 6
leading into the Derby," that has raised questiorts
8 1 5 17
Bushrod (43) have the lane bottled op.
consecutive free throws then Lamb
Mounts
15-53
6-11
15
5 36
points to pace the Hilltoppers
Lockhart
------1
0 5 2
Trotter said. "Suddenly a about his training schedule.
Parrish
0-3
2-2
8 4 2
with 47 seconds left, Ed Garland
0 0 1
(Stuff Mietes by Kevin Penick)
while Beth Blanton added 33. Petrie
2-5
0-1
3 4 4
Totals
19 11 21 49
Totals
33-71
22-32
46 37 88 Harcourt scored on a drive •
Blanton scored 19 of her points
down the lane and Murray was Murray
10 10 le 13 5-50
Murray
from the free throw line and
37 51-88
Calloway
9 17 12 7 1-49
Western
53 50-103
down just 45-44.
missed just four times.
For Murray, Jackie Jo
Mourlis, who should be a
.tioinfide All-American candidate next season, fired in a
career-high 36 points on 15 of
20 shooting from the field and
six of 11 from the stripe. She
also grabbed off 15 rebounds
One-of agriculture's toughest,challenges
in a brilliant game.
is keeping the farm in the family. It Freshman sensation Laura
Lynn added 25 points arid the
takes long-term planning and, often,
little guard from Paducah
long-term credit. For more than _three
grabbed off
"Tilghman
helped
Bank
has
generations, the Land
Bicycling is just one of the.
•
nine
,.'1h
•
'Tlighini:Lt.°
farm families pass along what they 1-qve
_many sports you can_ continue of reoreaf:cn ana.leisure
"It was pretty much nip and
worked so hard to build. We may be
to enioy throughout your life
tuck for the first 10 minutes of
able to help you, too.
And staying active cirri keep
jean
the gare," said Racer coach
you feeling better
and
Smith.
"Then they started pulling
living longer
from us because we
If you're not already
were beginning to get in foul
participating in ci lifetime
trouble and couldn't play as
sport, start today Bowl, bike,
deifdense as we
tn
h sa
s
elm
yio
hike, fog, qr swim .
a
vran
aggw
aressi
ted
y
Play tennis or golf
At halftime, Western led 53If you donrt know
37.
how, learn how
Twice in the second half,
Murray cut the gap down to
eight points and several times
the lead was at nine and 10
before the Hilltoppers kicked
the final margin out to 15
Points.
"Although we didn't play
that well lit the-first half, I
302 North 7th
NIGH UP ii;side for two points goes Jimmy Lamb(41) of the have no complaints about the
LAND BANK
Leiters While Ed Hormart and Nomad Boone (41) of ne Tigers Way we plpyed. We tried 'SI
Mayfield,KY.'
watch no play. Lamb finished his career wfth 17 Mats before box-In-one ore Chapman in an
• effort to cantaire bervitirvii4=71.4-.
Tani"

-

. ----Regular Season Leaders — MTSU & E. Tenn. — Eliminated

Western,

To Meet For OVC Title
--Middle's

Record 319 Nominated
For 104th Derby Race

Racer Women End Season
With Loss To Western

-

The Land Bank
...money to keep
the farm
in the family

LIFE
CYCLE

KEEP
MOVING,
AMERICA!

•
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v
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RAPTOR SCARE

Ltiire
II

trrt,

r it

Butch Greer Outdoor Editor

Sometimes it takes big have silhuettes of raptors dilegent 'effort/ of Hudson,
wheels to turn small wonders. pasted on the windows to who kept up-to.date.records of
The perseverance of a frighten away birds. But bird mortalities, and conprofessor and a university
tinually pleaded the birds'
women's club in Washington
case, were the authorities
has bucked the maintenance
finally convin?.ed. The official
System of a university into
machinery slowly turned, the
instututing a simple and efauthorities approved, and the
fective
bird protection
silhouettes went up.
system.
The number, of deaths
At Washington
State pictures can get in the way of dropped immediately by
University in Pullman, window washing, and the about, two-thirds, and has
Washington, three stories of university'a maintenance stayed town. And the- win4en-air walkways or sky system was not easily won dows,.on the outside at least,
bridges connected a new over. Only through the are cleaner.
addition to an older building.
However, icy winter winds
soon convinced the campus to
close the 'walkways,--which
quickly proteated Students but
created a new hazard for birds
that once had flown freely
through the steel network.
With the arrival of cold exhaust pipe, warned Captain
Smashing agiartst the invisible- weather, the Coast Guard M. J. Hartman, Chief of the
glass walls, a total of 41 difwarned boat owner about the Second Coast Guard District's
ferent species of birds—
danger of ice damage to craft Boating Safety Branch. CAPT
Including fincitter,- pintos; left in lIe miter, and offer a -Hartman said-that-the„juided
warblers, and robins—were
accumulation of water and
few 'precautionary tips.
killing themselves.
Here are some preventive snow can cause the boat to
According to one professor,
measures that can be taken: settle enough to put the
Dr. Irven Buss,"I'm sure the
To prevent ice from forming exhaust pipe underwater. This
entire population of finches
around the hull of your craft, problem may be remedied by
living around the buildings
install bubblers-devices that installing a plug in the exhaust
was wiped out. And we found
lteep the water moving-in the pipe located near the
on
dead
white-winged
area where the boat is waterline.
croosbW, a, species not. peen
To keep the mooring lines
moored:before in this area. Mortalities
To prevent damage to the from parting, be' sure to
soared during spring and fall_ hull from drifting ice- or double them. The extra widht
migration periods. It was only debris, suspend old tires or of ice and snow can cause
through the perseverance of pieces of wood over the sides single lines to part.
one man,the late Dr. George
of the vessel to serve as Watch for holes in the hull,
Hudson; that the slaughter
buffers at the level of the excess water in the bilges,
was lessened."
loose caulking, broken seams,
waterline.
Dr. Hudson and the WSU
Alother danger to your boat and ruptured through hull
Women's Club campainged to is water ,entering through the fittings.

Preventlee Damage To Your Craft

The Ballard County Wildlife Management Area in western Kentucky near LaCe.nter
was opened to deer hunting for the first time ever since the area's beginning in the
early '50's. The 1977 season was opened due to wildlife biologists' concern for what
they considered an extremely high population level of deer for that area. Tim Falwell
of Murray was one of 60011 applicants and one of a select few who was drawn to attend the quota hunt He bagged this very nice 7-point buck on the first day in a series
of gun seasons. Tim is a freshman at Murray High School.

U.S. Quality Of life Down Again In-1977
The "quality of life" in the
United • States; measnred'hy

,

conservation
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dicators, declinedcduring 1977
for the eighth. consecutive
. year, according to the
National Wildlife Federation.
I The EQI study sizes up the
nation's environment each
year in terms of seven natural
resources — air, water,
minerals, wildlife, living
' space, soil and forests. In only one of these
categories — forests — did the
nation improve during 1977,
'
according to the report. It held
its own in one other category
— air quality — but declined in
the other five.
The index figure or "score"
for each resource is basedon a
combination of objective
measurements =Late subjective judgment's of experts
in the various fields. Rated on
, a scale of zero to 100, the
, country's forests got the
highest mark (75) and its air
quality the lowest (33).
The total score for the seven
resources in 1977 was 343 font
of possible 700,- which would
represent the "best possible
environment"). This is four
points below the first index
published in 1969.
The score for the country's
forests edged up by one point,
the report said, despite new
demands for lumber to meet a
' "spectacular surge in home
construction." The small gain
was attributed in part to a
reduction in waste caused by
fires and pests, which destroy
about 15 billion board feet of
timber each year.
Air and timber are the only indicators that have improved
since the first index was
compiled. The other five indicators were down in 1977,
the report noted, because

FREE — The above publication, Conservation News, is
an interesting booklet sent out to subscribers twice a
month by the National Wildlife Federation as an
educational service. Articles of interest include any subject ranging in the environmental and ecological concerns to "back-yard" wildlife management. CONSERVATION NEWS is Tree and may be obtained by
writing NATIONAL WILDUFT FEDERATION, 1412 16th St.
N. W., Washington, D. C. 20036. The booklet is printed
on 100% recycled paper.

'long-standing negative lifestyles," the adverse im'were not-reversed.- _ pact en -the- enviretinienOr of

Four Wheelini

beat developments in con- Americans is, stiff-Stagger-kw,
servation during the year, the report/found, in a country
such as the signing of a federal where more than 70 per cent of
strip mining control act, a 50 thepdpulation live on less than
per cent increase in ap- 2/Per cent of the land and 53
propriations for the federal • per cent live within 50 miles of
Land and Conservation Fund, its ecologically-sensitive
and the stepped-up efforts of coastlines.
As for wildlife it was a year
jurisdiction
to
some
rationalize- glovith. and of contrasts. Many acres of
• wetlands were saved, but
development.
It also deteeted a "thin ray about 600,000 other acres were
of hope",,-6n the solid waste drained. The federal governfront7erith passage of the ment spent millions to
Cooriervation- and Recovery).- preserve habitat and Ultima
Act of 1976. But the situation to destroy it. Congress labored
on
water
was
more to pass tough new entypical. There the study found , vironmental laws, then
worked just as hard to weaken
that while - industry
"cleaning up its act" two- old one. Congress ap,thirds of the country's propriated about $369.3
million for the U.S. Fish and
municipalities "continue to
Wildlife Service to continue its
drag their feet" and miss
-nped $10.3
work, then
deadlines for construction of
billion into dam. and other
required sewage treatment
damaging public works
plants.
projects.
Despite efforts by many to
"scale back their personal

By limp Brooks

Four wheel drive is in! servations pertaining to
Maybe it took the winter of operation of a four wheel
seventy eight to bring it to the (hive It is commonly known
top but Calloway County now that fouk wheel drive rigs are
abounds in multitudes of four a sturdy heavy duty type
wheel drive rigs. I have quit vehicle. True. Which also
counting the times that means it weighs more than
someone has remarked that if other vehicles of the same size
a family is going to own two and is usually geared lower to
vehicles at least-one should be give it better performance
a four wheel drive. And with under adverse conditions:
winters like this, it does make This can translate into less
sense. A four wheel drive in miles per gallon.
Most cars get their best gas
the family is a real asset when
:,the going gets tough.
mileage out on the highway,
With so many new folks sometimes dropping to nearly
joining the ranks recently we half running around and about
thought it might be a good idea town. Not so with the four
to pass along some ob- wheel drive. The place where
a four wheel drive drinks
gasoline (and some of them
do) is bombing down the highway on the far side of the
double nickel figure. It takes
muscle and plenty of it to
move all That bulk rapidly.
characteristics, knot tying, or
Free individual copies of Our experience would indicate
care of lines, this illustrated "All About Fishing Lines" can that most of the trucks can
publication offers anglers and be obtained by sending achieve ten to twelve miles
a requests along with a stam- per gallon at least, driven
'equipment suppliers
readable glossary of fun- ped, self-addressed envelope properly. Some get up close to
damental fishing facts.
to the American Fishing twenty but that's another
Designed as a companion Tackle Manufacturers story. The smaller rigs as a
piece to existing AFTMA Association, 20 North Wacker rule do better and many of
booklets on rods, reels, and Drive, Suite 1930, Chicago, them will average fifteen or
lures, the new text by outdoor Illinois, 60606. Also available more.
Basically there are two
writer C. Boyd Pfeiffer has are "All About Fishing Rods,"
one major editorial purpose: "All About Fishing Reels," types of four wheel drivel on
to help fishermen choose the "All About Fishing Lures," the market today. The "Tld"
best fishing line available to "How to Catch Fish in Salt type which is a system where
serve as his. most integral Water," and "How to Catch the vehicle operates in conventional two wheel drive for
connection with his hooked Fish in Fresh Water."
the most part, and can be
fish.
shifted into four wheel drive
when needed. The "new" type
is commonly called "runtime"
PrOmpt, Effrcient Service
four wheel drive and with this
the yehicle is actually in four
Is Our Businesswheel drive all the time.
Regardless of what you
have been told, there is not one
four wheel drive in a million
that will spin all four tires
every time It gets in the slick
Chemical Co.
stuff. Fact.
Inc.
The old type will spin at
least one wheel on each end.
The newer "runtime" type
can actually get stuck with
just one wheel spinning freely,
Located W Railroad Avenue
753-1933
unless you put in the LOC
position on the extra shifter.
This actually converts your

AFTt4A Publishes New Booklet On Fishing Lines
( CHICAGO ). . . "All About
Fishing Lines," a practical,
16-page guide to effective
selection of modern fishing
lines, has been published by
the American Fishing Tackle
Manufacturers Association.
The new booklet, which
traces the development of
lines from horse-hair and
piano wire to today's nylon,
dacron, and lead core lines,
was written to assist both the
sporting goods retailer and
fishermen from all walks of
life.
Whether it is describing line
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rikto the old type as far as
four wheel drive goes.
Someone will come uPwith.the
fact that he has a positive
traction 'differential on the
back end so he should be able
'to spin at least three wheels.
Not necessarily. All a positrac does actually if working
properly is to send the power
to the wheel with the most
traction. I have seen a four
wheel drive with positraction
on both ends get stuck before.
One side was off in a ditch.
The other two wheels were on
dry concrete. And the tires on
the concrete were the ones
spinning. The others were not
turning.
It is possible to make all
four wheels turn by 'welding
the spider gears in 'each differential. Not recommended.
It goes fine until you want to
turn. Then you will need a
rountable like the choo choo
train.
Remember this however.
The fact that all four wheels
do not spin together when you
get stuck does not mean that
all four don't pull as you
normally move along. They
do. And they will carry you to
the virtual backend of
nowhere with a little horse
sense on the part of the driver.
Four wheel drive does not
keep you from getting stuck. It
merely permits you to do so
where nobody is likely to come
along.
We are planning a future
-column on maintenance of the
four wheel drive. Most of the
rigs- deliver phenomenal
service with one IF. If-they
are maintained properly and
serviced regularly.
If you're running a lot of
snow it's not a bad idea to ride
the brakes just a bit and warfn
them up before putting your
rig up for the night. Also back
up a foot or so without your
foot on the brake before killing
the engine. It might save a
locked up wheel the next
morning.
Have a nice week and
HAPPY FOUR WHEELING.
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Wildlife Exploitation —6 is Preservation The Answer
Bs Fred G. Evenden
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When the author was asked by the. and tranSplanting,-- propogation and/or sella fisivand- enar•orrial - such 4s-the thergoresOften strongly discoloring the management, including a network of
4 Encourage sate and ethical biustiog. __Nattonal Science Teachers Association to habitat imouivement. The United States monk and---nsuskrat.
Creation--of _brush .true picture This may he•the fauti of-the areas managed tor all -wildlife,' nongame practices
,
•
_ .
.respond to__ the subject "wildlife EA- was down_to 5- 0,000 elk_ in 1910, and there habir,sr for big ganse provides-cover for 4 wildlife profession and those state. and as wett as game.- - ,
-'
5. Support properly- managed sport
ploitatjon - Is Preservation The Answer" ase noto a quarter of I million of them. variety cif song birds and,other lesser tederal agencies responsible for Wildlife „
In recent years; criticisni of hunting hunting but oppose any hunting practices
from_tflb standpoint of the sportsman, this Seventeen thousand antelope were tallied wildlife, _Control of_ animal population _•o_nservation. _Because the_ source2 of
that-could endanger the-survival of a wiler ---has
, hun- species."
was his resnonse. Every "Sportsinan"' in-192S and. there Wei no hunting.' today- ' prevents economic ittlynage, redu-Ces agency funding has been derived almost - Centered brourid the belief that
ting
adversely
affects
abundance
of
shook( read this and record.both the there are about 175,000 of -them, with- s pr e a clo f d i s e a se a nd P et as-i-t•e s • exclusively from sportsmen, publication
In Summary
.
wildlife,-arid the feeling'that the killing of
logical anatogies expressed and the im- 50,000 being harvested . annually*. And, inalnieritiOn and starvation, and prevents
From Our historical record, it seetns
animals
is
no
longer
essential
to
wild
r
"
portant statistics related. Pass it along to finally, the wild turkey, exterminated a depletion of habitats hy the wildlife
that those species that draw man's in.
many human culturev _
_
a doubting friend or, better yet, convince ,rom most of its historic native range was species.
„many paopte fail to compfehenct the terest are ass.ired perpetuatibistr
that anti-hunter in the office, down the
Bel
-ritUght back by professional effOrefrom
-How Did An Mistime To
appropriat financial support of
nature
of
extend
or
mortality
wild
in
block or in the sociarclub to persue it . . a population of less than 100,000 in 1952
The reportedly' bountiful wildlite•df
anagement measures -The
animal populations_ Birth -rates must adequate
he
'-s get the educated-side heard!
to a five-fold levees* by 1968. Watetfowl---primitive_ America decre
•-,. _ _
,
44-W-Itnte*arr7witine---the-:..-•_..:
--deadsirisTI-41
essitiinaiebibe
--belescsel
11-0.
r•-s1'he-PeroPekti44'
AtiCk-sprograwis haVertrought -the
and'. "tenfUtie?
Stales has lead the world in the developbecause
nopopulation-in4-have-been-asked to express the-"spor- --geese back from their 'nadir during the 'variety -Ol--reasisns, many 'already mendefinitely.' The consequences . of over- ment of wildlife management techniques.
tsman'T view". on the question.--Perhaps- dust -bowls_ of the thirties.. Many such-tip-nerd.-All-too slowly, man moved to-slow
population may be catastrophic-. In. This tremendous resource of expertise has
the planners. chose .to define my per- examples could be developed
,
from the his' destruction of wildlife populations:
nature, death is se4dOm gentle or easy, developed -in. less than fifty years- arid Is
spective because I am the executive for profession's records.
Connectieutihnited game exportation in
but it remains essential. Sport-hunting, sought after all over the world.
The W ildife—Sdciety, which they
.lt_slipuld seem apparent that wildlife 1677; Virginia passed a "buck law" in
*hen'
properly regulated, is adjusted to Modern sport hunting has.,been in the
rtsman's
• presumed _represents
_ spo
species of interest to ifie hunting -frater=---inr•the New'Yozi-Sforting ChitfOr
movemeet maintaining
-desirable,-balances in- wlid,,vanguard of the- censers,
view This is a reasonable and natural nity have benefited tremendously from prote ion of game was-formed .
iri 1844;
populations.
Properly managed, hunting in Anterior This movement has now'
assumption though it, like the question, sportsman support of management e,f- Water owl nesting was prntected from
'. keeps popitlations of some species grown into a broader environmen/al in- ..
can be only. partially correct. The Wildlife forts which, of course, included some shooting seasons in' 1846; ba_g_ limits* were
healthy and inadjustment with- the-food
'
t rect-and-awar-ene4s-ame`na--°41 c-441(144
.
01Society is An association of professional preservation or protection along the way- set in Iowa in 1878 and in 13 other states •
and our businesses, industries, Uswildlife research scientists, managers, The Bureau of. Sports Fisheries and by 1900, and 13 states by 1910; game war- related educational efforts of these agen- supply and frequently replaces other for- stitut inns, agencies and organizations.
cies have biren restricted mainly to bar- ms of mortaliti,•
- educators,-and-other specialistsr-most of Wildlife, USDI, recently stated that legal dens were hired in California and New testable
subjects and directed to the bar- "Man has been primarily a hunter --Pitmen'-atm'15-flat - a-suli5tittlte- -fr":- - -- :
:whom work for federal, state, and provin- hunting is not a threat- tp any species in Hampshire in 1878, and in 29 other states
scientific menazerner.t
managementof
of_ a..speties_niv.,
wifdlife; but .
sesting public Thwaiatd4wwwstwaosa_
ere has -been little fun- duringm
h4414.4447.:4•04444044....0644,44
ost of his time on earth Modern.scientoic_
.cial agencies and colleges and • univer- country. Game species•ha,ve e favorable OY 1900. ELY__188il there was concern for 4,4iappon,thar
,-sities. Historically, a EUICOTTie funs to future.
_ falliii of birds- by lighthouses, and 1-67 cies • to
interpret and make aVaitabte to seen-acts a drama as old
-as man -himself. -require strict preservation or protection,
'finance the work of these agencies has
What About the Nongame-Speciesi
man's killing of graceful birds, like the the general
public
an
understanding
of
In
this
and
day
age when many rely upon at some -particular time as one of tbe
been provided bylhe angler and the hunContrarily, wildlife Species that have terns, -for the millinery trade. The tatter
management measures:
wildlife
*
management
knowledge
and
others
to
provid-etheitsustenance
,
ter. Funds have not been -available from not attracted the specific interests of man commercial slaughter developed a
Please remember that you and I, sparpractiCes.
This,
of
course,
is
hunting
very
unthrougV
the
.killing
of
animals,
the general public-for fish and wildlife
not fared'so well. PdPulations of the strong movement ivinch- resulted . in
fortunate, and is the basic reason why the serves to keep man in closer touch with tsman and non-sportsman alike, are the
conservation Consequently, almost all of Ivory-billed Woodpecker apparently passage in 1900 of the first major piece of ,
Major *destroyers of wildlifeby our lack of
subiect
the efforts of these agencies have, until disappeared before we became interested conservation legislation - the Lacey Act. th,t fej is of much interest today. It is also environmental realities and enlivens his human population control, and by our
isgii,,why_ the wildlife profession_ interest in his heritage aspen °filature
--very recent times;teen-directed- tu tlit In Its - preservation - tolp-tate-to- hefts -This act prohibited interitate transpoWtst
ever-mounting deinand for-goods and- set-, .
harvestable forms of wildlife. Thus, much Similarly,.efforts to save the California game, limited market hunting for meet through the *efforts of. The Wildlife " "Therefore, it • is - the policy of. The vices. _
Society,
has
following
formulated
the
Wildlife
to:,.,.
.
Society
. of the efforts_ withirt the wildlife Lander,:that giant-of - the-western slcies,.--,tema.pionm .and regulated
-importation th piiThere is notlirne for-fighting
aMorig the
Sificin st-att:Weiii on *sp-Ort hunting ancr* 1Tindorse the principiethat'sportlum- .
- profession have been directed to these may have come-toolete to- save- its-44/1-4---h-a r m in I ex o t it's .•fon-cern-for-t he
philosophies
of
conservation.'
Now
is
role
AS
in
wildlifemanagement today:"
ting is one -legitimate
-means for en- p
Same life forms. Even so, a vast amount population, Which- was aireatty-vely low Australian Lyrehircland- New-Gtiiiii1Birds •_
time• to band together
before
t's tally too
The
Wildlife
of
,
Society
Viesv
•
couraging
wise
use
and
perpetuation
te.
.
'.
of research and management efforts have when white. man-reached the Pacific of Paradise in 1909 brought conservation
!ate, to develop and support -programs
.The Wildlife Society recognires sport the wildlife resource.
benefited a variety of wildlife.' The Coast. The profession is having more suc- of wildlife to the international level.
and
hunting
•as
a
legitimate
and
desirable use 2. - Develop and maintain _effective•,.
a• progress toward what should be oT,r
-Wildlife Snriety is concerned with.allfor- -CO-SS-with the Whooping-Crane-which-now.
b.oad•
ol,
ao
risrnersnecessary-44:ml
War,
'programs
which
preserve
trie
original-• mutual co..cern —the-wtse-cortThetrucialltole
o
-Ts
S
t
'ms of wildlife, harvested and urrhar- numbers almost twice the living wild
servation and management of wilciliC
managing
wildlife
altruistic,
resources.
The
Society
human
elements
It
of
was
concerned,
basically
the
hunt.
'vested, as well as with the environments population of a decade ago. Nest box
•
_ ..
•which,lurther acknowledges. the essential sup- 3.. Promote educational programs for and our other natural resources
which support the wildlife forms. Thus, it projectS by sportsmen and birdwatchers individuals,_ and organizationsPublished through the courtesy of T110
port
of
hunters
'for
many
prOgams
of
hunteis
and
movers
the
public
on
the
significance
prime
they
formed,
who
were
the
would be inaccurate for me to limit my have helped the Wood Duck .and the
Wildtife SocietY
in the development of natural resources wildlife conservation, research,- and of hunting•
Eastern Bluebird.
views solely to those of a sportsman.
management
policy.
Back
in
the
1880's
....Pur Question
Bald
Eagle,
plight
of
the
Consider the
sportsmen in the Boone and Crockett
.-t-OgiC
-L7401O4tjon 7- Ls SLUT stational. emblem: - _DOW 4113....e9.7
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• Preservation the Answer?"' is indeed a dangered species It is somewhat ironical' -CI_ rib-arl'cl-l-a'e71111116'
challenging one - especially since the that when Congress established it as the nothol-ogists union teamed up to work on
SerfrifW- national-- birdrtht-Itaid--Eigte Won 'out- 7rnan•;r--corrseteltbottPtottlerns ot:Concern7term "ex Prolt a tib
MI
: utilization or utilization for profit. If this over the wild Titrkey by one vote, It was Magazines and leaflets started to fly, and •
the
Audabion
Society
was
started
by
those
prominence
and
term were picked in memory of the voted into disinterested
tremendous slaughters of- wildlife - became nobody's business - then en- groups in mid-decade to. work on bird
DEPARTMENT GETS
"Wildlife Heeds You"'and this return for a cerlfilcate and TURKEY TRANSPLANTING.
- egrets, grouse and other birds, buffalo, dangered. Contrarily, the -wiUirkey.. protection activities, many of which
resulterl--es---- establishinent-44--refuges- NEW FRANKFORT HOME year's honorary chairman is
'elk, deer and other mammil-s-- - in the became i sporting bird, which,
lapel pin. The mushy -returns
UNDERWAY
19th Century, then we are indeed dartgered, was managed back to ex- Government agencies at the federal and In early January the Robert Redford. .
in 1977 are up slightly, walleye
the. departJanuarSr
In
state level were later formed asa result of department's Frankfort
•"beatinga dead horse" as the saying goes. tremely successful population levels.,
returns nearly double and ment's turkey project leader,
FISHERIES STAFF
these
efforts.
'were
Forestry
and
parks
the
Yes, most of . today's. endangered
If it is restricted..to the various current
employees boxed up thew , DISCUMFS FUTURE
rockfish returns ,down slight
George Wright trapped a
utifizations--otwitchtte;'then the -strbiect wildlife species America- are nonizame; -f-rr-st-- 'areas to re-C"e
belongings and Moved across
froth
1976.
.
PLANS
total of 14 immature turkeys
e
W
. Id Ide.agency grOwilid id.not rea I
41_
_commerr
little
had:
-relatively--easy-toand-have
fcrmvs,,
answer----town to a nerbuildint.-The ilre entire Division of HERRINGTONTOREC
tirlyition -*3--one
. EWE _at Ft.KIM (Ind_ „released them
Wellintolfie7
0thC
errMrrAido
_
_
'preservation is not the answer, value in this century.
department
is
now ,Fisheries staff got together
SMALLMOUTH BASS
on the Red Bird Wildlife
Many forms.of wildlife were brought to S. Leopold, a forester, was the key man in headquartered at 592 East January 31 - February 1 for
although it may be a partial answer, for a
THISSPRING
the
initial
development
of
the
wildlife
Management Area (WMA)in
parti_j_ife form, under certain . con- extinction or to a low level during' man's
.Main Street, instead of in the their winter meeling. Heading
Lake ,Herrinton once Clay Co. Wright says the_
its-represerstativea
;
andof
esiu,•;-ten_
prof
of
the
mid-19th
exploitive activities
d it iorkoil for a certain period of time.
Capital Plaza Tower.
the agenda was discussion of possessed a reproducing balance between sexes in the
"
1 --/A6frilifaC°`'etv.
- The-'destruction or -redUtton--ch "
-Management Successes
COMINGS AND GOINGS
five yearplans -for the population ofsmallmouth bass releases (six male and eight
Through
a
great
number
of
actions at
Let me give you an example or two. At specific wildlife habitats through man's
The duck hunting season divisions' various federally that was enjoyed by more than female) will aid in restoration
the turn of the century there were only developments were combined with the state and federal level, the United
closed
January 14 and the .assisted projects, including a few fishermen. Unfor- efforts
put
more
sportsmen
have
than
two
States
Game.
there.
and sport
about one-half million deerin.the United unrestricted -corn
_States...Hunting was closedin most states. shooting with decimating results. -The billion dollars into support Of Wildlife goose season ended January the new black bass and Ohio tunately, in recent years the management officials are
The vast easterrijerests had been cut, Passenger Pigeon, carolina Parakeet, cons-eivatinii - most of this back when a 20. Hunting for rabbits and River studies. The division smalhnouth numbers have hoping to build the turkey
starting a succession of plant habitats Heath Hen, and Great Auk disappeared, dollar packed a wallop - long before the furbearers and the trapping also talked over the newly dwindled. The Division of flock on the isolated Red Bird
that were to prove ideal for natural in- and the-,Prairie_Chicken, Sage Grouse, current inflation of the dollar: Si 6 billion seasons ended January 31. initiated creel surveys on Fisheries, in an effort to boost WMA as part of the turkey
creases of ..deer populations in" the Buffalo and Antelope- almost followed through state licenses, 5117 million in the The quail and grouse seasons Barkley and Kentucky Lakes, those numbers, is planning to restoration program in
.
duck stamp program, and 5438 millioe'in will remain open through the cove study scheduled for stock smallmouth there for
following •deCades.---lithen populations them into oblivion.
eastern Kentucky. Two of.the
federal excise taxes on arms and am- Feburary 28.
Lake Barkley this summer the next two to three years in male turkeys released were
Cause of Wildlife Disappearance
were low, buck laws were initiated to inNEW FISHING
crease productivity of- the deer herds.
The • axes, plows,and railroads of the munition The sportsmen and .arms- inand stocking and fertilization hopes of establishing a fitted with radio telemetry
Such management protection, combined. 19th Century were as deadly effective - as dustry even asked that this excise tax be DIGESTS NOW AVAILABLE schedules for lakes in Ken- naturally reproducing equipment by Wright to track
continued
during
the
Wodd.War II years The 1978 edition of the tucky.
with predator control, end increasing ex- the rifle and shotguns in the long run,
population in the lake. their movements.
cel lent deer habitat resulted in Today some of the same general in- when such excise taxes were rescinded by Fishing Digest is now in the
FISH SCALE COUNTING_ _. SPeatiat_ 4.1. black bass.
rehrooming numbers adeer. Buck taws friiences are priniaryl-actors in the status --federal aCtifM' T-treirdIrtriTow di d level Of mail to COs, regional
Northeastern Fisheries DEER tutor STATION
COMPLETED
LOCATIONS BEING
new factors 11 per.; cent and produces about 530 supervisors and county court Fisheries
had to give way . to either-sex seasons. of wildlife populations,
Research District Biologist Ted Crowell
SELECTED
There were in excess of 16 million in the have developed. Modern man uses gang million annually. One private clerks. Copies are available Biologist Jim Axon has and his aide, Clark Boggs,
1960's with a legal annual harvest of plows, land planes, chain saws, organization of duck hunters, 'Ducks free of charge from these finished sorting through the have transferred to Frankfort
conservation
Kentucky's
about 2.1 m-illion- animals - about 14 per bulldozers andpaving machines, each of Unlimited, had,. by 1969, put -their -per- sources or from the Division of fish scales received in 1977 as as Ted will head .the depart- officers are being asked by
cent . of - the population. .Our wildlife which speeds man's encroachment upon sonal dollars into development of 1.6 Public Relations in Frankfort. part of his predator fish scale ment's comprehensive black game management to select
specialists assert that a healthy deer herd our remaining habitat for wildlife. Few, million acres of waterfpwl marshes in
sites for deer check stations
NATIONAL WILDLIFE
mail-in survey. Axon reports bass study.
in well-balanced habitat an .sustain an wildlife -species, perhaps blackbirds and Canada - truly an outstanding example
report the locations to the
and
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-425
musk''
,
returns
(408
from
of
personal
dedicaticm
to
the
wildlife
conHUrnan
'
Most
nonchanges.
.-farlings, adjust to such
harvest of 40 per centoffice. A letter sent
Frankfort
Week`
Wildlife
National
BEGINS
IN
TWO
LAKES
servation
With
philosophy.
Cave
Run),
106
rockfish
ed-Crildlife species are population pressures for living space and
endanger
end
These funds from the sportsman have set for March 19-25, the returns from four lakes, three • With the stocking of 65,000 to the officers dealcribes how
somewhat like an apple tree-You do not income production, combined with man's
ruin the tree by picking its hint, nor do products for paution of our environment gone for the acquisition of refuge and material's for the observance • tailwaters and the Ohio River trout at Laurel Lake and 5,000 the selection should be
management ayeas, for research, are on their way to wildlife (including
54
from trout in Wood's Creek Lake in reported. Game management
You help it by allowing the apples to fall are making the future Of wildlife even less management arid
enforCement,
as
well
as
education
early February, the depart- officials say the selection is
conservation
Herrington),
and
58
walleye
with
such
companion
tenable.
In
the
ground
to
rot.
to
trout
stocking being completed earlier this
And speaking of plants;let me give you pressures by man, modern hunting-really for preservation and protection of a- wide supervisors (WCESs), with returns from five lakes and a ment's
a similar example from the plant. world. has had little detrimental effect-upon. variety of wildlife species, game and samples mailed to the nine tailwater (Lake Cumberland program will be revived from year than the past two years
The-Bigtree (Senuoiadendron giganteum). wildlife. In fact,- the evidence already nongame alike. The average hunter has, regional supervisors. Anyone produced 20 and Laurel Lake its winter hibernation. Again because the check stations,for
of the California Sierras needed and :given demonstrates that those species over the decades, been a strong suppMtei needing material for National 16). The scales came from this year, streams, tailwaters the first time, will be used
received protection. However, over. given special wildlife management at- of wildlife conservation: Contrarily, the Wildlife Week should contact fishermen landing legal size and some lakes will be stocked during the bow deer season in
decades of preservation, including tention may be able to survive the non-sportsman has a long way to go in the nearest WCES. By the fish of these species,,,all being with 10-inch trout from the 1978.
protection from fire, its future was almost longest, unless all of mankind makes a placinglhis own financial support into set- Way, this year's theme is stocked by the department, in federal hatchery system.
protected right Out of existence in the significant turn-around in human to-be-established general fund 'programs
•0
national parks. Without periodic fires, the management of earth's environments. It in a similar manner.
ft
.Ever since the. - thirties, the sportsman
forest tree litter built up so thick a duff should be remembered therThe already
layer that Bigtree seeds could not fall reported wildlife management successes has beeriThracticing conservationist in •
-a_
si lle-alwees--wore ••
3
-bit-Whith e
. --triiiieTets
OP-OffThe
•
;population., cities, highways, white hat It is too bad that a feW,---ot the •
germination. The result of protection wasin human
•
•
the loss of reproduction of young trees. farm acreage, and numbers of livestock, increasing. numbers of people taking . a
•
'and food crops on-ourland Ttre gun- into'the field - and-forest today, tete •
-"Fortunately, research revealed the
.
•
entire
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a
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bring
&bad
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tp
problem and efforts are now Airected real Concern is-when we do 'get to that
•
a
The gore lor the
nyrn- in
•
toward---physical removal *of the aC- ultimate point of decision - will it be sport hunting fraternity which now.
Better in the long run. Come see why!
•
cumulated forest litter; and toward con- made for -wildlife-or man. We have had bers about 17 million strong. There are all •
•
•
0
r
,
i ,
trolled burning to restore and maintain a the freedom of such decisions to date. too many examples of recklessness, van- •
•
el,
dalism., poaching,.and other Megan il ling •
From 2to 140 h.p. available
hospitable environment fore' Bigtrees. There will be less choice in the future.
of wildlife These examples, combined •
Serendipity
. Habitat management was necessary
11
Sear
*
1
Murray's
•
The wildlife management programs with a general public attitude,that swill e,
preservation was not enough.
Similar experiences can be cited about which have improved habitat and preser- . hunting is a criminal activity, now scorn a
!
94 Fe B Miles frri MurrayQualified Bear Archery Service
other animal species'which received the ved space for game species have also to have the hunter wearing a black ' it .
•
a
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khIo
•
502-759-1812
citizens
1Criny
have
developed
this
species.
A
attention of wildlife,specialists through a been beneficial to non-game
•
ilikvie 151 /511
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variety of • professional management visit to a waterfowl marsh purchased and hat attitude toward the sport hunter tr, M •
•
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•
protection.
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to
including
programs,
through licensing, bag limits, and en- polsulations will reveal its use • by TV orogrecns that have been pr,T • • -.(I
forcement, predator control, trapping multitudes of shore and wadding birds as fwithbut first checking stientitit • .s
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Murray Home & Auto

a
.

,
I

BUCKS BODY SHOP

If

Cain's, AMC,Jeep I a‘-

Outdoor Sportsman

,

.

s Coldwater ka
753-6448

S. 1.2th St.

Shipwash
,g,„,„ Boat 'N' Motor

753-3226

6:30-11:00 Sun, thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 fri. & Sat.

753-5142

4

r

Jerry's Restaurant
Eating Is A Family Affair

900 Sycamore

OUTBOARDS

•

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W D Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4 Wheeling Tires
lathe Jackson Purshase
7534;779
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Weights & Measures

S;

Observed This Week
Natiuid_ and
Nleasures Week will be ob..ierved March 1-7, according
to Norman 'kale, Inspector for
Riv-ision- --Weights •and
Measures.
•
The -Week", a yearly
event, commemorates _ the
adoption of the first Weights
and Measures law by the
United States on March 2,
1799.
Formal observance of the
- •!_Weels" was. inaugurated.20
. ears ago by the Scale
Manufacturers Association in

10 Business Opportunity

FOR
WATKINS
Prptlucts,_ =Contact
HolmanJones,217South
13th., phone 753-3128.

AII.0,‘ t'r

E 0

,L

I
S

A DI

A

DAMP
T E
A

ES
vE-Ei
A PE
E" Ii
iiii

2 Charity
6 Puzzle
;p
3 Soft food
11 Tell
4 Latin
12 Worships
'S
A
contunction_
14 Fiber plant
5 Refuhded
15 Revealed.
NT A 1
A
C
6 Peels
-4
17 Symbol for
0
ILNE
7 Poems
iron
STEAv
SNAi
K
W,E
D
18 Possessive 8 Turf
a Teutonic
pronoun
-dettY
19 Wise 10 Restore ro..
Rd G ER
.persons
former 20 Enemy
Diminishes 33 Disreputable
23
state
good
21-Compass
_
25 Deadened 35.PfinoKtal
point
11 River in
, conduits
the sound
22 Evaluates
Germany
38 Fall short
26 Pays
23 Part of
13 Sows
39 Transgresses
attention
speech
16 Matures
28 patched
41 Female
24 Ftir =
19 More
foof4oct.)
29 Assrstants
bearing --Tattonal
42 Tibetan
30 Meager
animal
gazelle
31 Son of
20 Walks
(pit
44 Note of
Adam
across
26 Damages
scale
32 In
stream
27 Employed
existence 46 Pronoun
22 Ascends
28 Care for
29 Showy

Servants
Symbol for •
xenon
37 Parent
(colloid )
38 Bazaars
39 Greek
letter
40 Printer s
measure
• 4 i_F!rptits_ '
Apothecary
•42
s
_weictlat
43 Stretch
45 SvnY
47 Shouts
48 Bread
- ingredient

Employer.

HELP WANTED
.111NSEN

21
25

24

27
29 30

-NOW ACCEPTING ap______ SdIcatIons _tar part time
work. 2-10 Friday;
Saturday and Sunday.
Position of desk clerk.
Apply, in person Regal 8
Inn.
WANTED
BILLING
Clerk to work split.shift
6-10 a. m. and 4-8 p. in.
Monday-Friday. Must
be 'a good typist. Call
Linda Waugh Paschall
Truck Lines Inc. 7531717 between l:3&-3p. m.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

Ill 11111
44

AUTO
DETAIL
AND
CLEAN-11P
MANAGER -

III

11111111111111 5111111111111
Ih.tr

A \OVE MA,AAt?

MAT

ort Worth, Tx. 76101, Or
C. Hudson (817)
call
336-3030. -

MOVI5 IN TNE CL4551ZOOM
CAN (3E. ONE OF OUR
BE5T LEAfeNING TOOLS

GREAT! I
AL,JJ-\5 LIKE ‘‘OVE5

\

WW,
ARE YOU
GOING TO
THE SCHOOL
DA NCE
ONIGHT ?

_3 4

I SURE AM
AND I'M
BRINGINGA REAL
DOLL

TOLD YOU I WAS

BRINGING- A REAL

4t4

DOLL
alus

-

glivx:;:c,
VC"
"

ast
ktikilk
o&

fikAr.
141,

1111

• 4_[age

-

swab

LOST TWO MALE dogs,
black and white Siberian
Husky, black and silver
Norwegisn Elk Hound.
No collars. In vicinity
west
of
Johnny
Robertson Rd. Call 7534725.

t leta U44•4 Featufe 509cate ni

THIS HAIR
RESTORER
SURE DOESN'T
SEEM TO BE
WORKING

ste

FOUND BLACK AND
WHITE Setter bird dog
in Coldwater. Call 4892635.
LOST ORANGE and
white Pointer female
bird dog. Independence
Church vicinity. Reward
if found. Call' 753-7787.

saANNA GC 0
BERNS STEAK .-+OuSE
;--cR DIN')

ISN'T THAT THE PLACE --\oh-4EPE TNE WAITRESSES
WEAR TNOSE SKIMPY -1
LITTLE TLITuS"? 7 -1

Applications and interviews will be
given at the Holiday
Inn between 4 and 6
p. m. on March 7 for
a detail and clean-up
shop manager for, a
.Huntington, Indiana
Ford Dealer. Must be
able to train people.
Excellent salary. No
- Phone calls please.
Personal interviews
only. Apply to Jay
Fowler at motel
desk.

YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
AND
JOE BAILEY
LINDA DILL'S Flea
Market is now. . . "The
Country Image." Gifts,
souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexican imports,
handmade items, sheet
fiberglass in colors,
fiberglass underpinning
and .fiberglass roofing.
RE-OPENING
Big
MARCH 1ST. -At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the Big
ndian.
5 lost And Found

THEN HOW C3mE
seDU ORC>ERED
A BAKED POTU-Tu
vouct sTrh,„
(

•
WANTED MIDDLE Age
Lady to come stay with
two all the time. Will
pay well. Call 753-5757.
PARTS MAN - experience necessary. Top
salary and commission.
Send resume to P. 0.
Box 32B.

HELP WANTED
BINGEN QUEEN needs
full and part time employees, male and
female to work day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. No phone calls.
Apply in person-ordy:
Do not apply between
hours of II a. m.-2 p.m.

LOST BLUE AND
nurses pin. Reward. Call
753-1575.
6 Help Wanted
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO., 206
E. Main, will take applications for full time
employment. Good
working
condition's.
Fringe benefits, paid
vacations. You may
pickup an application
Monday MaiTh 6 or
Tuesday March 7-, only
between 8 a. m. - 4 p. m.
No phone calls please.

'V't•

GivE ME
AGAIN,

THAT 504P

THE MARKS
SHOUL T:7 WASH
OFF„,

DIDN'T DO
A TwINGf
MARK'S

SO'S
MINE.

THERE!

ANS
MARK

704-e.THREE Kii.LER5„
CoA,r
-

t

WANT SOMEONE once a
week to do light
housekeeping. Call 4365314 after 4 p. m.
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
real future for ambitious
s people. Could be. part
• time. Calt758-1370.

Per

Hundred

addressed. Free supplies, send self addressed stamped envelope to: ROEL 4006
Old Midlothian Pike,
Suite 64, Richmond,
Virginia 23724

111111=11111
-- BURGLARY
AND
ROBBERY
INSURANCE
Now available to
most businesses at
reasonable rates.

LAIGI
INTERNATIONAL
AGRICULTURE
COMPANY
DOING RUMNESS IN TNE V.55
IN NEED OF SOME TOP
CAUSER MEN. WE NOW NAVE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR TN!
FOLLOWING
POSITIONS:
DISTRICT MANAGERS FULL„
TIME, REPRESENTATIVES •
FULL TIME, REPRESENTATIVES
• PART TIME. TIII FOLLOWING
PREREQUISITES ARE ASSETS
WE PREFER YOU NAVE BEFORE
YOU SEND A Baum, I.
AGRICULTURE MINTED, 2.
SELF-MOTIVATOR, 3. AN.
uncut 4. NOWT!. IF YOU
DECIDE YOU -NAVE TRESS
ASSETS, AND ARE READY TO
EARS! MI TOP DOW AND
OFT ANIAD WWII A RAPIDLY
DIVROPING COMPANY,SEND -,
TOUR RESUME TO 311C

lb Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
-$16.50 and up. Call 4374228.
SMOKE DETECTORS,
advertised
nationally
brand. Battery operated
and included. Rowland
• Refrigeration, 110 South
12th..
COMPLETE LINE of
:restaurant equipment.
Used only 1 year. Phone

FOR SALE

55 Galion
Drums

Joe Sledd
Insurance

Thornton

SOS lisie Serest
7534542

8. Marble
612 So 9th

2

tile

16. Home Furnishings
14. Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-83=.
WANTED USED 10 inch
table saw. Call after 5 p.
in. 753-5640.

WANTED MOTORCYCLE trailer. Call 7624732.
WANT-HOUSE trailer,
axles, tires and wheels.
Call 474-2320.
- NICE LOT preferably Set
up for trailer,in a radius
of 5 miles of Murray.
Phone 753-5865 days and
753-5108 after 6 and on
Sundays.
OLD METAL Antique
signs. Call 753-0693.
15. Articles For Sale

F. ills
43

$35.00

FROvNT AND 'RACK
leather seat-s for 19711974 Catalina Pontiac,
blue. Call 489-2510.

II

8

QUEEN

is
looking for someone to
train as (swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fat toed-experience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only. Do not apply between hours of 11 a. m.2 p.m.

ADVERTISING

The Division of Social Work on Social Work Education,
DEADLINES
at Murray State University offers a combination of
_N
0
course
All display ads,
joins the National Association work and agency field lear.-dassi-fied
displays
of Social
Workers in ning experiences in various
DRIP NI
regular
E I$
display,
celebrating
Professional social service agencies in the
DONNED ELE
ioust be submitted
Social Work Month, March West Kentucky and West
UN E A_ R_S
by 12 _noon, the -day
1978.
Tennessee area.
before publication.
Sponsored by the National.
Dr. Arthur J. Katz,
All
reader
Association of Social Workers' president of the 75,000
classifieds must be
55
chapters
located member association and a
submitted by 12 noon
throughout the United States 'professor of social work at the
the day
before
and abroad, the annual March University
of _ Kansas,
oublication.
observance focuses on social Lawrence, said he is ex- 41111•01.1111011.11.11
work's role in "Advancing the tremely pleased that Murray
Quality of Life," - theme of State's Division of Social Work BIBLE FACTS INC.
God is master of perfecthe event.
is joining in this celebration. tion not confusion! When
Dr. Wallace Baggett,
Dr. Katz said 'Professional you read God's inspired
director of Murray State social workers,perfomning
exactl
word.it
Universityls_Diatision of Social critical tasks, function -as
and does Work, said "The need for integral parts of both public what it say,
not need interpretation.
profession
ally - trained social and
private
agencies,' II Corinthians 4:3 states,'
'RUIN9
workers has never been hospitals,schools-anywhere
But if our gospel is hid,
22
greater. The critical tasks and, people confront personal and
i1111
it i hid to them that are
responsibilities
delegated to social problems. Whether it is
261111
lost." For individual
the social and human services marriage
counseling, Bible Study or study by
28
field can be accomplished only protecting children 'from
phone call 753-0984.
31
32 33
through the expertise that abusive parents,
assisting in"
comes with specialized the selection of a nursing
CRAFTS
knowledge..and.skilL".
__home__ _or cnunO'ling _of
Murray State's Division of seriously or terminally ill •,,,nerican Handicrafts and
M.-errtbee _Neediearts
Social Work was 'established patients arid their families, - 44.44ei68u0s
ayajlaqie
_now
42 ill in
area. Both
it hi() your
1970 and has some 175 social- workers are there - ._onnianies
nationally known
5 leacters in the craft tieia
45 ill11IU
students preparing for careers often !narking the differ ence Ind
part ot.TanctyCrafts. Inc.
yi social work. The program, between tragedy and a life of ,nyestment from $3,500 per
National
dealership.
fully accredited by the Council renewed hope."
hi 1'wed FeAture S,nd,cat J,ic
advertising program. Write
Dealer plytsion, Box 7-91,

10
IIIIIMILi anill°
onium-.1.. 211111111111
1111E1 maim in

34

WANT PERSON for
general office work,
must
have
good
background in accounting. Call Linda
Waugh, Paschall Truck
Lines Inc. 753-1717
1".30and p in

of
typos
All
Recreational Voltielas.
Held at the Paducah
Mall.
February 27
thru March S

March Is Proclaimed
Social Work Month

tO FriciaN ,l'utilt,

0

-

35
36

Call after 4 p. m. 753- ,4820.

1FREE
CAMPER
SHOW

SOCIAL WORK MONTH-Murray Mayor Melvin Henley is picturedhere_prociaiming
the month of March as Professional Social Work Month in Murray. Seated beside the
mayor is Susan Smith, president of the Murray State University Social Work Club. Standing(from left) is: Dr. Mark Singer, assistant professor of social work, Trish Phillips, vice
president of the campus club, Billie Ratliff, secretary-treasurer, Ruth Dallas,coordinator
for volunteer work and Dr. Rose Begal, assistant professor of social work.

A

31 Dairy
products

NEEDS

-bibygitter-uirny-home - - stuffia,g envelopes
- already- stamped and.
for one year old girl. -

KqiFOrtünit

•

DOWN

ACROSS

TEACHER

COLOR PORTRNITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast serVice.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,.
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-trance.. .

4,06.0•45.

City Weights and Measures
officials across the nation.
The aim of the week-long
'observance is to focus attention on the work of .inspecting and testing all
• weighting and measuring
devices to insure accurate
weights to consumers and
businesses.

Crossword Puzzler

N'X 3IC

COUCH and chair, $100.
Dinette 4 chairs, 450.
Bed and chest of
drawers, $100. Other
items of houseware. Call
759-1225 between 4 and 6
p. m.
STOVE, COUCH and
chair. Also bedroom
suite. Call 753-8218.
COPPERTONE
KELVINATOR side by
side refrigerator. Runs
good. $125 or offer. Older
electric stove, works
good. $45 or offer. Five
piece kitchen set, $30.
1970 650 BSA chopped,
make offer. Demco
Super Satellite base
station, $273 or offer.
Call 436-2238.

rwo

WOOD COOK
STOVES, one Home
Comfort, one Majestic.
Both nice. Call 753-6083.

MEAT,"frozen, produce
and candy refrigerated
cases with compressors.
Cooler doors, meat saw,
greeting card displays,
miscellaneous store,
and office equipment.
Excellent condition. Still
operating. W. G. Lees,
1014 Ste. Genevieve,
Farmington, MO 63640.
THERMO-TILE insulating ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.
Three patterns to choose
from. Economically
priced. Murray Lumber
Co., 753-3161.

B-11-4Y-H41L - -double
canopy bedroom suite.
Matching dresser, bookcase, vanity. Box
springs and mattress,
includes bedspread and
canopy. Less than 1
month old. $500. Call 7594951.
36" WHITE TAPPAN gas
range. Good condition.
Call 753-5503 after 5 p.
m.
18 Sewing
HOUSE OF Thousands in
Fox Meadows op South
16th St. Now In Stock.
Columbia Miner
Orlon acrylic yarns in
__pl_worstesL_ weight
sports weight, also baby
and, fingering weight.
Many pattern books and
leaflets. Over 30 designs
in painted latch hook
canvas. Complete color
line of pre-cut or skein
rug yarn. All types
embroidery
and
needlepoint. Complete
ithe acreq_sories for alL
Needlearts. 15 per Fent.
Senior Citizen discount.
Also professional
monogramming done by
Eva.Phone 753-3855.
USED SINGER Sewing
machine, zig zag and all
regular
attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$39.50. Payments may
be arranged. Call
Martha Hopper, 3548619.
19 Farm Equipment
GRAIN BINS, Early
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery • next
summer. We offer the
best bins at lowest cost.
Agri-Products, 753-3000
or 753-9920.
WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING
Equipment-bins, buckets
elevators, farm fan
drzers. Call 1-382-2126
at night 1-345-2437 or 1247-0558.
20 Sports Equipment
15 FT. BASS Master boat
with Lawrence depth
finder. Motor guide,
trolling motor and 50 h.
p. Evinrude. Call 4892597.
22 Musical
FOLK GUITAR;like new.
_ Can be used with amplifiers. Call 753-1943.
Kimball Music Center601 Broadway,Paducah,
Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, but
check our prices. Open
late Friday nights.

WHIRLPOOL washer and ,
dryer,$200. Call 759-4874
after 4 p. m.

WURLITZER
ORGAN
with Leslie revolving
speakers. Like new. Call
753-4865.

THREE PIECE bedroom
suite, Simmons mat,tress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite, 1 year old.
Call 753-7523.

131=113114

USED STOVE, good
condition. $35. Call 4364194.
FRANKLIN fireplace for
sale. Call 437-4119.
SHALLOW WELL PUMP
for sale. $50. Three
months old. Call 753-8451
after 5.*

FREE
17Termite
/I
Inspection
Certrfied 114 IPA
Avail C•stly 11•swe tenors

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Noes wood
reen-:04 win

moo.ft..1 over 76

P.worse mos IA

100 SO9th 13121 St.
Phone 733-3814
Roaches,Slaver Fiat.
and Shrubs

ELECTRIC
HEATER,
4,000 watt four stack
Matthews,$3449. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.-.

I.

Ii

S.
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29 Mobile Home Rentals

26 TY Radio

•

WANTED SOMEONE to take up small monthly
payment on Console
stereo. AM-FM stereo,
tape
player-recorder.
See at J and B MusicMagnavox, Murray, 753ZENITH SPRING SALE.
25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
reduced,..Sissons
can save you money.
Simone zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest.
21" BLACK AND WHITE
console. Like new. $65.
19" black and white
Zenith portable, $75.
Like new. 25" RCA color
console, $100. Call 4928648. 4
PRESIDENT CB base
with Turner Super mike
and antenna. $250.
Hitachi cassette tape
recorder and tapes, $75.
Call 759-4951.
PIONEER XX-1050
stereo receiver with a 1
year warranty. $500.
Call 436-5414.
27 Mobile Home Sales

RS

n.
P.

Ln

12 x 65 TRAILER and lot.
Call 7674179.

iy
[t.

THREE BEDROOM New
Moon, all electric, fully
carpeted. Furnished,nd
air conditioned.
See at Riviera Cts or call
753-3280 before 5.
USED 14 x*65 Mobile
home partially furnished. Central heat. All
electric. two bedroom.
Priced to sell. Call 4892157.

in

te

1

nt
it.

ng
all
ts.
ws

TWO BEDROOM mobile
home. Good condition.
$2,000. Call 759-1747.

ay
all
i4-

1969 MARLEIT mobile
home furnished. 12 x 8
tilt out. Washer and
dryer included. 1976
Grand Le Mans, AMFM, 8 track. 1975
Yamaha 175 MX. Call
759-4904.

.ly

LEK

he
St.
03

1974 12 x 65, 2 bedroom.
Natural gas, excellent
buy. See at Riviera Ct.
Call 753-3280.
1971 LANCER MOBILE
home, 12 X 60, 2
bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
condition. Call 527-9183,

Pfs
in
26
1-

1111
oat
pth
de,
h.

city. Call 753-1458 after 6
P. in. during week.
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE
BEDROOM
FURNISHED, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.
NEW - TWO. litiffROOkr
Townhouse apartment.
Range, refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer-dryer hookup.
All carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.FURNISHED
NICE
• apartment, Inquire 100
South 13th Street.
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT someone to share house
in town. large yard. $50
month plus one-third
utilities. Call 753-8761.
34. Houses For Rent
TWO BEDROOM, gas
heat, quiet neigh150T1IIRRt.- Prefer-Mu*
$125 per month. Call 7591707.
EXTRA NICE 2 bedroom
brick home near Tri
City. $195. Call 753-0430
or 753-8208.

details.
36 For Rent Or Lease
Mmi
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
38. Pets Supplies
REGISTERED Irish
Setter pups. Had shots.
Call 435-4178.
AMERICAN ESKIMO
Spits puppies. Call 5542153, Paducah.
AKC REGISTERED
German
Shepherd
puppies. Solid white and
solid black. Call 5542153, Paducah.
43 Real Estate
32 ACRES OF LAND on
Highway 893. Five miles
West of Hazel. Call 4928502 after 6 p. m.

All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners responsible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden

m43.

500 REWARD

ah,
ing
379.
but
pen
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49 Used Cars & Lucks

Mb
51 Services Offered
PAINTING, INTERICITA,
,exterloc.- Also dry wall
finishing. it years esp.
perience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

51 5erv,res Offered
• •.
•
AivrSbackhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
years" experience:- -Licensed through Health
Department. Call Rex.
Camp, 753-5909.

170 AMC HOHNET.
BUILDING LOTS
Panorama "Shores,- - E`C4a4mical -a-114
$2000. Kenianna-varied dependable. Call 753ices
Pine Bluff 4917.
. Shores - Jackson Acres
and other locations. 1977 BLAZER K4 four
FOR YOUR septic tank
Fulton Young Realty, wheel drive. Factory
and backhoe work
equipped with air,
753-7333, Forest
needs. Also septic tank
automatic, 350 V-8,
Shoulders, 753-8071 or
cleaning. Call John
power steering power
827
Che
i:
ster Thomas, 153Lane. Phone 753-8669 or CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable r rates.
- brakes, radio and two
43364348.
Prompt and efficient.
tone brown and white.
BY OWNER - A very
46,000 rout miles, extra
SEPTIC TANK PUMCustom Carpet Care,
.... PlUactin Wank
;Woe .
metdean tomew, - - PING. Residential and
7534336.
---.-.,- - -- ---hedroom37-141 bulbs,
ca
ll 753.9773 after
commercial-Rex tamp
Phone
want offer!
large kitchen, attached
4 41. _ •
• 753-5933.
"KOPPERUD REALTY,
A 'PERSON 'WITH
garage, floored attic.,all
inmore
753-1222 for
carpet, custom drapes, 1972 GRAND TORINO-- AVA-ICIL AND CLOCK ..,...„equimIled,...10 do yai•rf
formation.
work. Year round for 3
ttelltraT-11-611 and air,
repairing. All work
Sport. Power steering,
yards. References. Mrs.
large
lot,
fenced
Riviera
guaranteed.
108
DON'T
air, good condition.
PLEASE
George Hart, 753-1602.
backyard, mid-30's.
Rum good. Call 474-2757,
SQUEEZE THE. . . kids
CI Call 755
'
1231.
Meadow Green Acres.
into cramped quarters,
1978 United Feature Syndicate Inc
MOBILE HOME AN3.4
----Ca4453473
"
1-7524575
'
-'1976 CAMARO,
Ideally arranged- to
r 'LICENSED ELECMORS, underpinning,
prompt
efTRICIAN
red, red interior. Good
provide privacy for your
I HAVEN'T 46. Homes For Sale
awnings, carports and
RAH-HAVE A NICE
ficient service. No job
condition.
large family. Large 11
350
cu.
in.,
SINCE 11-1E
roofs sealed. Call Jack
too small. Call Ernest
BY OWNER:'Over 2000
living room, family HAP A NICE PA"(
automatic, air conGlover 753-1873 after 5 p.
FIRST STARTED' sq. ft. living area plus 2 dition. Call 753-5362
White, 753-0605.
WAS
room, walk-out EXPRESSION
m. or weekend.
car attached garage-in
between 8land 5
'balernent - with 'private'
_DisubAnop4_41bowN_in
MIS exceptionally well7534506 after 5 p. m.
p-ao. 4-- bedrooms, -2
ELECTRIC
by Sears save on these
WIRING
"VIM
ranch
brick
built
baths, 12 closets and
SPIC & SPAN - Very
home
and
and
cooling
high
heat
industrial,
air
MANS
LE
1970 PONTIAC
trimmed in redwood.
conother
- many
neat three bedroom
The Phone
bills. Call Sears 753-2310 . conditioning, and
wheels,
Mag
Sport.
bedrooms
with
Three
veineces. Call
brick home with central
Number In
for free estimates.
refrigeration, heating.
automatic, good conwalk-in closets, living ,
JOBS
LORETTA
heat and air located
Call 474-8841.
at
Elm
206
See
at
dition.
dining
format
room,
REALTORS, 753-1492,
Murray.
northwest of
ING BY Sears,
anytime.
room, family room,
for an appointment to
KOPPERUD
Phone
WILL HAUL driveway
a7s
.
Continuous
gututility room off kitchen,
for All Your
see this quality •built
REALTY, 753-1222 for
white rock, lime, sand,
OR TRADE
FOR'
SALE
ters
installed
per
your
2 full baths, carpeting
home.
information on all
Real Estate Needs
decorative rock. Also
Coupe,
Mans
1970
La
specifications.
Call
throughout, drapes,
homes listed for sale
free - estimates on
Is
Sears 753-2310 for free
sharp and loaded. $1150. )
custom built cabinets,
through the, MurrayWould You
parking lot or driveway.
fishing
for
trade
Would
estimates.
appliances, central heat
County
Calloway
Like To
Call Roger Hudson, 753-,
same value.
Close
to
rig.
and air, extra inMultiple Listing Ser4545 or 753-6763.
Own Your
airreNELL
Call 753-3672.
patio. Close to
sulation,
vice.
Own Home?
BLACKTOPPINGschools. Only $44,900
WILL DO BABYSITTING
1956 FAD PICKUP, sealing, patching
You can. if you
now. Call 753-0376.
in my home. Call 753$175. 1972 Chevrolet
stripping. For free
qualify. With no down
0684.
pickup, sharp. $1650•
estimates call 763-1537.
payrnens, 100% loan,
BY CONTRACTOR Call days 753-7889,
33 years financing.
new 4 bedroom, 2 story,
FENCE SALES at Sears
GENERAL HOME
nights 753-6148.
Low closing cost and
completion.
nearing
After *ours
remodeling, framing,
now. Call Sears 753-2310,
8% less interest. UnFormal dining den, -.1920-G-PACT-4-whee_141Five,-- los-..free....petimAtp jot
Ain • int *fin
,aad,_
7.5.9-1.116
believable.
witfi fireplace and bookgutters. Call 1-354-8951
4 speed. Call 753-6692. -your needs.
cases. 242 baths, large
or 1462-4895.
Call 753-2280
kitcheir with built-in
Wilson losoroure OW
The
INSULATION
FOR
1976
CHEVY
VAN.
or 753-8298
Neal Estate Armory led. Ms
Energy
LICENSED 'ELEC.:
needs. Call Jackson
A REAL BUY and easy to • appliances.
Customized paint, white
helped to solve yew rod
saving heat pump and
LOOKING FORWARD to
TRICIAN and gas inPurchase Insulation,
finance.
.
.
This
2
spoke
wheels.
Short
estate moods for over 25
many more extras in
spring and summer? We
stallation
will
do
759-1820.
bedroom brick has been
wheel base. Six cylinyours. If you aro o buyer.r.
this quality built deluxe
plumbing, heating and
have some of the most
well maintained. Inder. $3600. Call days-753seller sod we mu lie of serhome. Call 753-3903.
sewer cleaning. Call 753desirable waterfront
HAVING TROUBLE
vice to you, phase WI.
cludes den, built-in
0800, nights 753-8567.
7203.
lots in Calloway County.
getting those small
decorative bar between
OWNER 7 3
Form Property - 41 sore
1969 ROADRUNNER,red
These are located in a
plumbing jobs done?
dining room and kit- BY
formal dining
forst with opprexisootsfy 35
bedroom;
with black vinyl top, 383
Then call 7534614.
residentially_zoned area
WILL DO Hoasecleahing. _
storage
in
chen,
built-in
mos toodubio. Lecorted in
room, family room, , Magnum. Automatic.
near Chandler Park
Call 7594962.
room
10
x
10
utility
Kiriosey coomosoity.
beautiful , stove,
PIANO TUNING- I can
Rocke_t_ meg& -Call
- (Hamlin, Ky). Consider
‘' worlAsluip and ..only 5
fireplace in living room,
help you get the best
Fairdealing,354-6514.
thIs waterfront property
minutes from town. For
753-3263 Anytime
city
air,
heat
and
central
out
of the years of
on the main channel of
private showing, Call
gas. 1800 sq. ft. Double 1973 OLDS Cutlass
playing experience. Just
Kentucky Lake for your
LORETTA
JOBS
BIG HOUSE on the
lot 150 x 100. Asking
call me at 753-3682.
Supreme. Good con• vacation or retirement
REALTORS at 753-1492.
Prairie. a great home
$37,500. Call 437-4169,
dition. Fully equipped.
homesite. John C.
for a family wanting lots
WET BASEMENT? We
QUALITY SERVICE
442-0494, 443-9625.
Call 767-6293.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
of space. This bi-level
make
wet
basements
Company
Inc. Air con.
Main St., Murray. (5021
THREE BEDROOM on
brick has 4 bedrooms,
Purdom & Thurman
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
dry, work completely
dilion sales and ser753-0101 or -753-7531.
4k2 baths, dining room, Insurance & Real Estate
South 13th Street. With 1
automatic, power
guaranteed. Call or
vice. Modern'sheet
family room plus a.
acre of land, garage
steering, 302 V-8 motor.
write Morgan ConSouthside Court Square
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
metal
department.
finished basement, 2 car
behind house. Call 753Good gas mileage.
struction Co., Route 2,
Murray, Kentucky
tree-shaded street is this
Larry
Wisehart,
8541.
garage, approximately
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
Ashley wood stove
3 bedroom brick ranch
753-4451
President. Phone 7535500 sq. ft. All this plus 8
42001. Phone day or
without jacket. Call 436home just waiting for
47. Motorcycles
'9290.
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
2204.
night 442-7026.
your family. Fully
BEDROOM
GOOD
TWO
SUZUKI 1975 550 GT.
Realtors today for
throughout,
carpeted
50 Campers
home on Highway 121 in
Black, windshield,
further information on
home has living room,
Frush Texas Valley
a.
Stella.
Large
lot.
Good
bar.
carrier and crash
this mini-farm. 753-1492.
dining room, large den
garden. Near grocery
4000
condition.
New
FIC
and abundant storage
church. Only
and
I"
miles. $995 or best offer.
0
4•10A
CP A,11.
941
areas. Phone KOP$12,500. Galloway
753-0942.
Call
17
.
05.
CASON
PERUD REALTY, 753FEVER
Realty, 505 Main, 753- 48. Automotive Service
1222 or come by our
SAL!,
ft4;%e"
5842.
conveniently located
tBARGAIN: CAR
Trued
office in the White House,
brand,
2
Willard
teries,
AHEAD
PLAN
FOR
Sout'h 12th at Sycamore
Trailers
'100' Off
Building, 711 Main for
$20.99;
guarantee,
year
SUMMER! If you've
TELEPHONE 753.1861
s50" off
11171
Pop-lips
all your real estate
guarantee,
3 years
been thinking about a
Ai used Conecori ssr, off
needs.
guaranyear
$24.99;
4
weekend retreat-cottage
'AVE PROPERTY TO
This applies to all Campers
305 South 12th
h
753-3773
tee, $26.36; 5 year
at the lake, then now is
purchased before 4-1-78.
SELL? If you've been
LOOKING FOR that
guarantee, • $30.99; 5
time
to
act.
3
the
thinking of selling, why
special lot to build on
The only cure for Cabin Fever
guarantee,
year
bedrooms, 1 bath, large
is the outdoors and the best
not give us a call? You'll
this spring.? Look no
maintenance free,
way to enioy the oatdoors is
kitchen.
90
x
150
Lot
in
receive friendly,
further! Located in
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
$34.99. Wallin HardPanorama
Shores.
Only
special
prices make this
courteous service and
Canterbury
lovely
ware, Paris.
remedy easy to take.
$18,000. Call or come by
OPEN WEEKDAYS
professional advice at
Estates we have an ideal
Bank financing available.
105 N. 12th, Boyd-Majors
Mon. Wed. 1-1
no cost to you. We have
lot for a split level. Take
GOODYEAR
*House
*Hospital
Whit.', Camper Solos
Real Estate,753-8080.
CLOSED ON THURSDAYS
clients waiting to purPOLYGLASS tires. Two
a look at this lot located
MOirseylOOke I sollstfremalsrm.
Calls
Calls
Fri. & Sal. 8-2:30
chase all types of real
Iiat 1514 Oxford Drive
D78x14, Two E78xl4.
P,91M-gelltOn
IT 753-0/05
estate so let us match a
*Hair Cuts •Shaves
then call Linda Drake,
Herman Wicker, call
buyer to your prioperty.
51. Services Offered
753-0492 or come by our
753-3450 after 5 p. m.
209 Walnut Street.
Phone
KOPPERUD
office for further
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
49. Used Cars & Trucks
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
REALTY,
753-1222
details. Be ready to
REAL
starting at $45.00.
prompt service next day, 753-3685 anytime. We make
1974 GREMLIN X, 6
build this spring. John
Complete Service. Call
and night appointments
conair
buying
and
selling
_real
cylinder,
Realtor,
_Neubauer,
5271466
.
7539
625
C.
Mike Hutchens,753-3316.
automatic
estate easy, for you!
ditioned,
505 Main St 753-0101 or
Luggage rack. Call after
- 753-7531.
5,753-6816.
p
.

TWO BIEbBoohih,;10-e

NOTICE

as-
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43 Real Estate

MOBILE HOMES and
PRICE REDUCED $1,000
Qilap
for
tome
rent, at Riviera Courts. on -thIs ,I0Vely
miles west of
6
located
Call 753-3280.
Murray-la-scranic,Atiiet.
Fireplace adds
location.
MOBILE HOME spaces •
cozy note to this 3
for families. Coach
bedroom brick rancher.
estates
and
Fox
Other features inclUde
Meadows, South 16th,
heat and air,
central
753-3855.
attached 2 car garage
31 Want To Rent
plus additional separate
garage ideal for storage
WOULD LIKE TO rent 2
Pr 3. bedrocualiOuse-Call
°F workshop. F

HOUSE FOR RENT 1702 Farmer. Three
1971 12 x 65 14 bathS, 3 _bedroom. 2 baths im'cfr--45orn,
- unfurnished
mediate occupancy. Call
Call 753-9570,
collect 404-457,3075 for
1974
TOWN
AND
COUNTRY,central heat
and air. Washer and
dryer. Call 753-0148.

1E

$500.00 Reward is being offered by Henry
Co. farm Bureau Office for the arrest and conviction of person or persons responsible for the
strychnine poisoning of two dogs: belonging to
Rex Robinson, Old Murray and Paris Road and
Wendell Watkins, Frank Howard Road.
If you have information, call Farm Bureau Office.

901-642-9082

/
2 baths, wall to wall carNew 3 bedroom brick, 11
pet,dishwasher and more,low 40's.

Fulton Young Realty
763-7333
Foresttho'vldas 753-8071
- Chester Timms:753-8274

9Pe!

Murray

triER

759-1707

T'ie Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors

WILSON

0

'3'
Oranges
$350
Grapefruits
Bill Jones
Hornbuckle's Barber Shop

QUALIFY-

Guy Spann Realty
"Tour Key People
In Real Estate"

753-7724
401 Sycamore

Murray, Ky.

EXECUTIVE HOME IN
GATESBOROUGH has
home
This
everything for comfortable, convenient
family living. Many
outstanding features
including heat pump,
lovely
large
and
den,
fireplace
in
spacious 2 car garage, 3
bedrooms, 2I/2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let at; tell
you more about it!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222
anytime.

Waldrop !Natty
"In Business
Since 7415' 753-5644

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own,PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easy access.

Call 753-3744 days
or 753-7618 nights

•

FIXED UNTIL
Are you one who, every year, has your
bathroom "fixed''...this time "for good,"
you hope. But the next year its to do over
again. Its for sure you haven't used Marble and its for sure, you need to. Put your
"fixin days" behind you for good with
MARBLE from

Thornton Tile
and Marble
Quality That Will Please
So 9th

753-5719

MI AMC HORNET, 2
door? 6 cylinder, $400.
Cali 759-1941 after 4 p.
m.
1975 DODGE 4 wheel
drive. Call days 753-8533,
nights 753-6132.
1971 PINTO, 65,000 miles.
mechanically.
Good
Needs body work. Four
cylinder, 4 speed. Call
474-8835.
1974 GOLD SUPER
BEETLE, with sun roof,
wheels and tires. Good
shape all around. Call
between-4 and 5:30 7531593.
1976 WHITE OLDS
Cutlass, 2 door hardtop,
local, low mileage. Call
753-8766.
1970 FORD VAN •eustorulzgrj, 40,000
miles, autUnatic.
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
$2500.00.

IMMEDIATE OPENING
FOR INDOSIRIAL
SALES REPRESENTATIVE

You don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enter a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in salesmanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly professional, company-paid program. Field
training follows, right in your territory.
,•
- -• r
No investment except your full-time effort, and you get an exclusive, fullyprotected territory with hundreds of prospects for products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You repsesent a company on the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century.
Feel dead ended? Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
todiy, right in your own area, and be home nights with your family while doing
it.
Act now, while one of our choice territories is still open in your area. Send your
resume, giving experience and personal data. It'll get our prompt attention.
Write:
Jim Pruitt • ,
Sales Personnel Manager
. .
Lubrication Engineers, Inc.
3851 Airport Freeway
Fort Worth; Texas 76141
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UM Officials Say They Will Fight Fine
very
serious than truck transport.
released Friday in Louisville, prov.ed_ equipment and called
• •A review of federal
such
as
a
deficiences,
broken
, Ky., ,.the L4a,s1.• is "doing facilities, ,
"While we have not been axle, to minor things 'aileh as Department of Traaportation
everything possible to insure
safe operation or aITTfeight advised actolhe nature otthe 'the stencittng on a locothOttve statistics—shows- that--from
1.77 -there were •:10-deaths
.trains with *. particular em- alleged deficiencies and and the presence et snow on
from railroad acJesulting
of
to
catwalks
the
unable
locomotives..
,are
phasis on those that carry therefore
"Before we can covitment on cidents involving hazardous
comment on them, it is aphazardous materials."
A spokesman for the propriate to observe that the these citations, it is lAsential materals. From 1974-77, there%
that we know what they are," were 209 deaths from truck
Railorad
railroad, Leo Koes.t.er,, said Federal
accidents involving hazard
jurisdiction
he said.
Administration
the
follow
that L&N will
materials. It still appears that
generally-accepted procedure extends to a great variety of
are the safest means
railroads
federal
said
said:
He
statistics
Osborn
citations,"
offederal
with
meeting
of
handling- hazardous
He said tRA citations can show train movement of
ficials aillout the fines and try
involve anything from what he hazardous materials is safer materials," he.said.„
to reduce them.
The comments came'a day
acting
after Rayuiund
safety director of the Federal
Railroad Administration,said
UN's accident record
"indicates it. is one of the
ed systems
Raymond F. Davis of 732 worst safety-mind
country."
the
in
Nash Drive, Murray, died
James told a television
Friday at 9:45 p.m. at the
. thy iceotucky .Trial Lawyers
in Nashville that-he
newsman
FRANKFORT,.-Ky-.4AP-),---—must ask to be pirclivIM
County
Murray-Calloway
Association has lobbied ao
if
to
he
halt,
coverage
does
a
no-fault
ordering
considered
A bill to change the way
Hospital. Mr. Nash was 58 at
vehemently for this bill."
hazardoust'argo shipments by motorists choose no-fault not want it.
the time of his death.
Deskins said trial lawyers
against automobile insurance has died.
costs the purdecided
"No-fault
but
L&N,
the
He is survived by his wife,
against no-fault because it
are
have
because it would
in the Kentucky House of chaser money and makes
Majorie Nash, of the home it.
. a . pereon's
.„
crippleithecompapy...
114
4
--40:
_
kof.- i../a*UraC41..
n
praddress andtwo-sistera Mrs,
right tattiat
constitutional
—
said.
Which
Deskins
It Was an-IIN train
charges that it was a special panies,"
Rhonda Justycky, Citrus
House Minority Leader
days ago in interest bill for trial lawyers
He said the bill would allow
10
derailed
Heights, Ca.; and Mrs. Teresa
DDeMarcus,
Waverly. During the cleanup, and would gut the-state's no- motorists to retain the right to Harold
McGillivary, W. Coxsackie,
it
that
made
said
Stanford,
sue for damages in personal
propane-filled tanker ex- fault program.
N.Y. Also surviving are five a
the measure is "a
that
clear
persons
right
a
12
accidents,
killed
injury
and
ploded
The measure lost by a single
nieces and two nephews.
let the lawyers get more
while injuring scores of vote Friday, after a motion to waived under, no-fault for bill to
Funeral arrangements at J.
fees."
expenses.
medical
limited
others.
delay consideration until
H. Churchill 'Funeral Home
Deskins said consumers
. also Monday failed. The final vote
"We all know this bill will
L&N derailments have
are incomplete at this time.
gut no-fault insurance," said were sold a bill of goods in 1974
in recent days in was 45-44,,
ocurred
Friends may-call at a time to
when they were told,that the
Bowling Greed,- Ky., and in
Rep. Herble Deskins, D- Rep. 'Mary Aim Tobin, D- proposed no-fault law would.
be announced later.
Putnam County, where 25 Pikeville, the sponsor Of Irvington-.'
She Said most people buy result-tn lower rates.
persons were ordered out of House Bill 491, said it would
However, Rep. Jerry Kleier,
they will be
SQ
insurance
their homes overnight.
give Kentuckians the right to
-Louisville,-said
the price of
D
acan
three
of
and
case
__Osborn said L&N
choose whether they want no- protected in
has increased in
cident — not so they can sue to everYthing
sister railroads have spent $2 fault insurance.
the laSt four years, and that
billion during three years on
The bill would have required get windfall damages.
the law will result in
Holy Communion will be maintenance, new or in-i-You can't tell me this will changing
motorists to ask insurance
premiums.
higher
even
celebrated by St. John's
more
bringing
by
rates
no-fault lower
companies for
already
said
He
motorists
Episcopal Church, Math and
coverage if they want it, in- lawsuits into it," she said. have the right to reject or
Broach Streets, Murray, on
bill.
lawyer's
a
is
stead of getting such coverage -This
Sunday, March 5, at 86 30 a. in.
"The general public is accept no-fault.
automatically. A motorist
.Bev _Sterilien
They get paid imsatisfied.
Davenport, vicar of the
an.d_get paid their
mediately
.
A.
• . The Rev. Dr. James
church,.as the celebrantexpenses,", she said. "This
the
on
speak
will
Sr.,
Fisher,
aciilytei
Ray Redden will be
will raise insurance premiums
and Steve Hale will be the lay subject, "Thomas — A Faithby raising lawyers'fees."
a.
10:50
the
at
Doubter,"
ful
•
reader.
Rep. Buddy Adams, Don
serviceS
worship
Morning prayer services m.
Bolwing Green, said a
First
the
at
5,
March
Sunday,
and
m.
a.
9:45
at
be
...will
• majority of Kentuckians must
Church School will be at United Methodist Church.
The Seventh and Poplar particupate in the no-fault
His scripture will be from Church of Christ will hear Bro.
eleven a. m. on Sunday.
'program if it is to work.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Lenten services will be held John 20:24-29 and Mark 9:23- John Dale speak on "The _ Rep. Dqlly _Mc„N_utt.,
--American - firg rirttRut'e
;
on Tuesday, March 7,at seven 24. Acolytes for March will be Thrill et -F011owing Jesus" Paducah, asked Deskins ---9
wi'y movement says it is gathering
p rn with Ben Moore as Ivan- George and Tim Brown-. with scripture from Gal. 5:22meat,
of
truckloads
acolyte and Jim Wenzel as lay Greeters for Sunday will be 25 at 8:30 and 10:40 a. m., and
vegetables, flour and other
Mr. and Mrs. Tem Pitts.
reader.
on "The Disciples Were Called
foodstuffs for distribution to
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Christians" with scripture
coal miners in
a. m.
striking
from Acts 11:19-26 at six p. m.
Youth activities for Sunday
Kentucky.
Assisting in the services will
will be youth choir at 4:30p. be Jack Ward, Owen Moseley,
We will be delivering about
m., children-'s choir at 5:30 p. Steve Gough, -Webb Caldwell,
20 truckloads of'food worth
about $100,000 retail on
Worship services will be,. m., snack supper for United Gene Paul King, Ron McNutt,
held at 10:45 a. m. and 5:30 p. Methodist Youth with Mr. and Jerry Bolls, Bob Miller, Ewin
"Shucking Our Shackles' Monday to the United Mine
m. at the Grace Baptist Mrs. Thomas Pitts as hosts at Dick, Jim Wilson, Emmanuel will be the subject of the Workers district office in
Church on Sunday. March 5, 5:30 p.m., and youth meeting Manners, Ted Howard, and sermon by the Rev. Dr. David Madisonville, Ky.," said Phil
with the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, on "ConsCience and Guilt In Don Winchester.
C. Roos, minister of the First Brandon, an American
pastor, as the speaker, and the Developing As A Person" at
Presiding for The Lord's Christian Church, at the 10:45 Agriculture spokesman from
Rev. Ronald Hardison, music six p. m.
Supper will be Tommy a. m. worship services on Campbell, Mo., where the bulk
director, in charge of the song
Carreway, Mike Morgan, Sunday, March 5, at the of the food is being gathered.
Brandon said Friday that
service.
Charles Humphrey, and Noah church.
striking
Dwane Jones will be
farmers throughout
The
Chancel
Choir,
directed
Wheatley. Pam Sills will be
organist, Anita Underhill will
the teen nursery helper. Jerry by Margaret Porter with Jane the country are contributing to
be pianist, Steve Smotherman
Humphreys, Gene Paul King, Hutson as organist, will sing the effort because "we've
Regular worship services Ted Howard, and Bob the anthem, "God So Loved never met a bad coal miner
will be Sunday School
Superintendent, and will be held at the First LaMastus will serve on the The World" by Stainer. Randy yet. Those people have been
Josephine Manning will be Presbyterian Church, Main Extension Department.
Aulick will be the worship out on strike for nearly three
secretary.
and 16th Streets, Murray, on
Serving the audience for leader, and Lynn Eldredge months now and they need the
Special music will be by Sunday, March 5, with the The Lord's Supper during and Melanie Roos will be help. We might as well give it
Janice Smith and Frances pastor, the Rev. Buzz Rabatin, March will be Charles Haley, candlelighters.
(food) to thern...we can't get a
Elders serving will be decent price for it."
Wyatt at the morning ser- speaking on the subject, "The Loyd Thompson, Vernon
vices.
"We've got a common bond
Challenge of Change" with Anderson, Ray Karraker, Bailey .Gore and Harlan
Nursery workers will be scripture from Ecclesiastes Lonnie Furr, J. R. Watson, Hodges, Deacons serving will with the miners," added
Faye Tefft, Gail Workman, 3:1 and Colossians 1:15-17.
Ted Howard, Cleatus Colson, be Elmer Collins, David Marvin Meek, an American
Freda Jones, Terry Downey,
Responsive reading will be Dale
Paul Eldredge, Norman Hale, Leon Agriculture spokesman from
Chadwick-,
and Bonnie Hale. Bus driver Psalm 51:11-17. The choir, Ragsdale, Randy Moore, and Smith, and Steve Shaw.
Texas. "They work below the
for March will be Dwane directed by Kathy Mowery Don Winchester.
Greeters will be Mrs. ground and we work on top of
Jones, 753-6119, and for bus with Lisa Slater as organist, Bus driver for March will be Richard Greer and Mrs. it. They need the help and
information call Don Hale, will sing the anthem,"David's Bernice Wilferd, Glen B. Corinne McNutt.
we're in a position to help
•
753-3063.
with food."
Lamentation" by Billings.
them
The
flowers
on
comthe
Gibbs, Johnny Bohannon, and
Sualay School will be a19:45
BrandOn said the Teamsters
Sunday School will be at 9:30 Glen W. Gibbs.
munion table will be in
a. m. The deacons will meet a.m.
Nursery attendants' for memory of members of the Union and the Independent
Monday at seven p. m. AcEvents throughout the week March
will
be
Hilda Wear-Helm Service Circle Truckers Association are
tivities on Wednesday will include the Jessie Ludwick McKenzie, Rebecca Clark, Class by the class.
helping defray the cost of
include teachers and officers , Circle meeting at the home of Agnes
Sunday School will be at 9:30 transporting the food.
Lyons,
Marilyn
meeting at 6:30 p.m. with Lala Dowdy at 1:30 p.m. Howard, Patsy Massey, a.)11., God and Country Award
business meeting and youth Tuesday, and Choir rehearsal Hoyland Jones, Suzanne Class at 4:30 p. m., Junior
study group at seven p. m.
-pan. anct_-Session Schroeder, Jean Roberts., choir at five p. m., God Squad
-at- meeting at 7:30 p.m. on Janice
Nix,• Elizabeth at 5:30 p. m.,and Senior Youth
Wednesday.
Wheatley, and Millie Ward. Group and Vespers at six p. m.

NASHVILLE,Tenn.(AP)
Louisville and Nashville.
railroad officials say they plan
to fight $600,000_ in safety
, violation fines by the federal
government . They say they
haven't been told what safety
defects have been discovered.
Prime F. Osborn, president
of the parent company of the
L&N, said in a statement

I Funerals I

House Narrowly Defeats Bill— To Change No-Fault Insurance

Raymond F. Davis
Dies Friday Night

The fourth grade daises of jean Hurt and Diane Harris presented skits to each of
the school's classes in observation of Black History Week.Shown above during one
of the presentations are (from k4 Barnard Cavitt, Richard Jones, lay Watson and
Sherida Outland. The students were dressed appropriately kit the role they played.
Shown_ below is _the entire_casL firstraw(froadefttaidadjanajiWW2
4"k Jeff
"
Swan,jack Kendall and Shane Pollard. Second row:-Barnard Cavittlherida Outland
Melissa Duffy, Elk Whited and Terry Walston.
Photos By Kaye Peebles

Episcopal Church
Plans Services

Methodist Church
To Hear Dr. Fisher ,
.Bro. John Dale To
Be Speaker For
Church Of Christ

Striking Farmers To Diliver
Food To Striking Coal Miners

Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker Sunday At
Christian Church

Grace Baptists To
Hear Rev. Burpoe

•

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

Brandon also said the cost of
the food to farmers was much
lower than the prices miners
would helm to pay for the
same product on grocery store
shelves.
"The flour for example cost
the boys in Kansas about 90
cents a bag because they
bought it wholesale," Brandon
said.

The Rev. Bob Wilson,
executive secretary of the
Michigan Baptists;-will speak
at the 10:45 a. m. &id seven p.
m. worship services on
Sunday, March 5, at the First
Baptist Church.
Special music will be by the
Carol Choir,Chapel Choir, and
the Church Choir. Wayne
Halley is minister of music
with Joan Bowker as organist
and Allene Knight as pianist.
A solo will be sung by Keith
Inman.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Mrs.
Max Beale, Mr. and Mrs.
Nelson Ford, Mrs. Joe
Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Marcum, Mrs. Allen Russell,
and Miss Lisa Russell.

OFALLTHE DODGE
TRUCKS REGISTERED
IN THEPAST10YEARS,
96OUTOF100ARE
STILL ON THE JOB:

University Church
To Hear Brooks
And Ails Sunday

Minister.Speaking
On Great Events

The Rev. Jerrell White,
minister of the Memorial
Baptist Church,- -Main and
Tenth Streets, Murray, will
continue his series of sermons
on "Great Events of the
Bible" at the 10:50 am. and
seven p.m. worship services
on Sunday, March 5.
"Nehemiah's Success and
Yours" with scripture from
Neherhiah 'I :4-11; 4:6 will be
on the morning topic. The
evening topic will be "Ezra's
Determination and Yours"
with scripture from Ezra 7:10.
Jimmy Wynn, deacon of the
week, will assist Th the services. .
choir,
The sanctuary
directed by the Rev. Ron
Hampton, minister of music,
with Margaret Wilkins , as
organist and Jane Rogers as
pianist will present special
music.
Sunday School will be at 9:40
am. with Elbert Thomason as
director, and Church Training"
• will be at six p.m. with J. T.
Lee as director.

"We decided on Madisonvillebecause it's the chisarto us here in Campbell," added
Brandon. "We're about 200
miles from the (UMW)
distriet 23 office."
According to Brandon, the
miners yil1 receive truckloads
of:
—oranges, cabbage and
beef from Texas;
( lettuce,
— produce
tomatoes, cauliflower) from
California, Oregon and
Washington;
goods from
—canned
Nebraska;
—cheese from Wisconsin;
—potatoes from Colorado;
—beef from Missouri;
—and flour from Kansas.
(American
"The

Agriculture) strike offices, in
Oklahornzr, - Louisiana and
Minnesota have all sent
money for beef," 'said
Brandon. "Several other
states haven't decided yet how
they are going to help out but
we expect the list 'of states
participating to grow before
Monday."

Rev. Bob Wilson To
Speak At First
Baptist Church

Murray Middle Schoolers who participated in the Regional Math Bowl at Murray
State University, Saturday, February 25 were (from left) Mark Hussung, Wiliam Smith
Scott Vaughn, Lisa Russell, Tracy Beyer, and Gary .Galloway. Mrs. Jane Blankenship
(back to camera) math teacher, sponsored the team. They were presented a trophy tis
the first runner-up in the contest. In the first round of the Bowl Murray Middle
defeated Southwest ,Callqway and in the second rounethey-defeated, Mayfield..,
'. '
Reidland won the tournament.
Photo Sy baYoreeblesok
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Bro. Hemp W. Brooks will
speak at the 10:30 a. m. and
Bro. Willard Ails at the six p.
m. worship services on
Sunday, March 5, at the
University Church of Christ,
North 15th Street, Murray.
The morning sermon topic
will be "A Matter Of Life and
Death" and the evening topic
will be "The Impossible
Dream"with scripture from
Matthew 5:1-16.
Assisting in the services will
be Ernie Bailey, W.H. Brooks,
Richard Smith, Jace Wilson,
Sherrill Gargus, Carol Carpenter, and Ogle Greenfield.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be J. T. Page, Roger
Wilson, Bobby Martin, David
Fitts, Tom Ballard, Ronnie
Dunn, Tony Thompson, Gary
Taylor, and Willard Ails.
Nursery supervisors will be
Loal McClain,:Mildred frodge,"
Margaret Dunn, - Eialene
crum. Pat _Miller, and Jen•
nifer Williams.
- Bible study. wffl be held at
• •
9:30 a. m. on Sunda&

'Marsbetterthan Chevy. That's betterthan Ford.
Dodge trucks have acquired quite a
reputation for comfort and style. too.
To make sure you not only get where
reputation over the years. A reputation
you're going, mile after mile add year
for being tough and dependable. And
after year ... but that you look and
the figures prove it. All but four out of
feel good while you're doing it. No
one hundred Dodge trucks registered
in the LW ten years are sttlrOh the job.
wonder that-from 1966 to
237
C"
.
976
966 '
'
1976 we're the fastest growing
And that's good enough to
truck cornpan.y in America!
beat both Chevy and Ford.
:
But toughness and
:Source Registration
rut Figures: R. L. Polk & '
dependability aren't enough.
14'0f
“1711{4
not for you. So
Company. Trucks regustered
Not fici us
/NI I, I ompa.s%
as of 7/1 /76.
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we're busy bcfilding a

Jim_ Fain Motors
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